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ABSTRACT
This qualitative study examines the teaching of urban education in introductory
and foundational college courses. The research positions course syllabi as ubiquitous
public documents that socialize students into discourse communities, and is framed
within theories of social constructivism. An examination of course objectives, course
assignments, and core required texts revealed varying levels of consistency among the
stated learning outcomes on all (n = 31) syllabi. Overall, five conceptual approaches to
introductory courses in urban education emerged: 1) schools and the social order; 2)
historical perspective; 3) education policy analysis; 4) professional practice, pedagogy
and research persona; and 5) teacher as change agent. Shared organizing features of all
syllabi included references to education inequity, social stratification, structural racism,
poverty, and social justice; however, the degree of topic emphasis varied substantially.
Stronger alignment between course objectives and course assignments was identified in
two conceptual frameworks: a) schools and the social order and b) education policy
analysis. However, minimal alignment between course objectives and assignments was
identified on syllabi in c) professional practice, pedagogy; d) teacher as change agent;
and e) historical perspective approaches. A review of core texts on each syllabi revealed
notable consensus about required titles. Urban education is a field of study inhabited by
many different academic disciplines. The findings suggest that for the field’s introductory
courses, greater coherence of conceptual approaches and closer alignment of assignments
with objectives deserve to be carefully considered.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A stimulating discussion about individual differences in a class in my educational
psychology program sparked my thinking and ultimately led to this qualitative research
study. As my classmates and I enthusiastically debated the meaning(s) and context(s) of
urban education, I began to wonder how a discussion about urban education could
include descriptions of 1) a public school located in an impoverished inner-city
neighborhood, 2) a public school located in an affluent city neighborhood, and 3) a public
school located in an affluent African-American suburb. How could one term reveal and
conceal so much? It seemed that geography, demography, sociology, politics, and
economics did not begin to tell the entire story. Given urban education and its seemingly
freighted baggage, how the term is operationalized in introductory and foundational
courses seemed worthwhile to examine, especially since the term is so routinely used in
pre-service teacher training.
College students are expected to receive numerous economic (Perna, 2005) and
emotional benefits from higher education; among these benefits are academic knowledge,
skills, personal growth, and increased awareness of the world around them. What
happens in and outside of the college classroom will have a sustained impact after
graduation (Bowman, 2012; Bowman & Brandenberger, et al, 2010). In colleges of
education, faculties construct and essentially determine the student experience for
prospective teachers (Smolen, 2006; Afros & Schryer, 2009). Within this milieu,
professors of urban education are charged to help undergraduates and graduate students
better articulate and understand the ways in which economic resources, policy, social
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stratification, and race coalesce into what is understood to be urban education. Growing
recognition of the need for more pre-service preparation in urban education makes it even
more important to examine content that is presented to newcomers.
This study is guided by two premises: a) that faculty who teach introductory
urban education courses are primary vehicles, either individually or collectively, for
curriculum development through the selection of course content; and that b)
“Introduction to ...” or “Foundations of...” courses are a typical gateway, essentially
comprising a field’s “public face” (Weimer, 2014). Because foundational and
introductory courses comprise ones first encounter with any respective field of study, I
argue that it is reasonable to expect introductory courses to articulate fairly consistent
learning outcomes to newcomers.
The term urban education is used with high frequency in scholarly discourse and
is often associated with policy discussions about public school funding. Urban education
is regularly associated with pre-service teacher training, yet, as some scholars suggest, a
lack of agreement about how the term is construed in colleges of education could, in
some instances, make it more difficult for educators, researchers and public policy
makers to improve the lives of students and communities (Irby, 2015; Matsko &
Hammerness, 2014; Brown & Brown, 2012; Milner, 2012; Watson, 2012; Buendia,
2011).
Several complex structural and historical geographic and demographic conditions
undergird the term urban education. General conceptions of urban education are closely
tied to perceptions of race, social division, inequity, images, and broad economic contexts
(Lewis, 2011; Dyson 2003). What teachers believe about race is tied inextricably to what
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teachers believe about urban education (Watson, 2011), and what teachers believe about
urban education will necessarily influence the instructional environment. These are the
conditions that underscore the importance of exploring the manner in which newcomers
are introduced to the field.
Educational researcher, Alan Dyson, has suggested that to fully understand the
phenomena of urban education one must consider the particularity of schools and families
within communities that have histories (2003). Dyson argues that complex structural,
historical, geographic and demographic conditions have contributed to urban education
being associated with notions of race, ethnicity, poverty, racism, and disadvantage
(Dyson, 2003). He notes that that geography, economics, ethnicity, culture, housing,
transportation, health and labor market policies must each be taken into account for how
they relate to the other in geographic areas that are heavily populated. Dyson further
asserts that concentrations of educational disadvantage within urban schools often
negatively affect teaching and learning, to levels that strain even the most effective of
teachers and instructional leaders.
Other scholars agree that the term urban education is tied inextricably to notions
of place and race (Lewis, 2003; Brahinsky, 2011; Milner, 2012; Hochschild & Shen,
2009; Watson, 2012). Scholar Amanda Lewis has argued that although race is supposed
to not matter in K-12 schools (2003), in fact, many teachers without using the word race,
refer to race by choosing proxy terms such as at-risk or urban (Watson 2012, Milner,
2012). These terms in urban education carry largely invisible, encoded and negative
associations of power, gender, class, and race. Lewis states that teachers in urban schools
often use “non-racial” vocabulary such as “project-kid,” “at-risk” and “inner-city” to
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describe poor and non-white students. These labels convey hidden negative cultural
attributes (Lewis, 2003) and extend even to the discourse of pre-service teachers, many of
whom often express positive educational expectations for students in suburban education
settings and less than positive educational expectations for students in urban education
settings (Watson, 2011, 2012). Teachers often use shorthand racialized references to
describe students in city schools as having families that are dysfunctional and chaotic; in
other words, students who lack something or who have problems (Lewis, 2003). These
realities affect ones understanding of urban education.
Socio-economic class and increased ethic and social diversity are among the
“demons of density” (Glaeser, 2011, p. 91) that have upended our popular notions of
place (Jeffries, 1992) and perhaps distorted some of the shared meaning in urban
education. Every day, American public school classrooms are absorbing increasing
numbers of ethnic immigrant students, further conflating the meaning of urban education.
In 2006, the number of school aged children who spoke a language other than English at
home increased by 118% since the mid-1970’s (Watson, 2011). Racial change in many
U.S. inner-ring suburbs has led to dramatic transformation that continues to replicate
historical patterns of racial and economic segregation (Frankenberg & Orfield, 2012).
Yet, in 2015, it seems that suburbia continues to enjoy its long-lived iconic positon as a
revered American stereotype. Indeed, perceptions and attitudes often survive long after
the conditions that shaped them have changed (Schaeffer, etal, 2012).
The alleged supremacy of suburbia and suburban education continues, despite
undisputed observations that many inner-ring suburbs across America now contain more
of the working poor than do cities (Kneebone & Berube, 2013; Freeman, 2010).
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Suburban schools have historically served an affluent middle and upper middle class
population; however, increasing numbers of Latino and black students now attend public
schools located in the inner-ring suburbs that surround many American cities
(Frankenberg & Orfield, 2012, Freeman, 2010). Housing in older, inner ring suburbs now
accommodates low-income families, many who have moved to suburbia because they
have priced out by gentrification or forced out because of public housing policy changes.
(Frankenberg & Orfield, Freeman, 2010). The growth and diversity of suburban poverty
has led to an influx of low-income students to suburban public schools, prying loose the
real and imagined boundaries of urban and suburban. This new geography of American
poverty has presented new challenges for how urban education is conceived and
perceived, including how suburban school districts address the educational needs of
children who attend their schools. The decentralization of poverty leaves colleges of
education with little choice than to carefully consider conceptual approaches to the
teaching of urban education. The demographic shifts of the past 25 years underscore the
need to clarify what is offered up to newcomers in these introductory courses.
The past twenty years have seen some suburban, even some rural school districts
reach out to universities and education researchers for assistance stating, “uh-oh, we have
an urban problem” (Milner, 2012; Asher, 2007; Chou & Touzer, 2008). As far back as
2005, dozens of education policy issues related to ethnicity, high mobility, children of
immigrants, drugs, crime, and safety were as common to suburban and rural school
environments as to urban environments (Educational Leadership, 2005). As a result,
many inner ring suburban school district administrators have been compelled to
reluctantly release traditional conceptions and perceptions of urban and suburban
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education (Kerkstra, 2013; Milner, 2012; Watson, 2012). These conditions lead one to
ask: just what is urban education?
More than 33 million of the nation’s 46 million pre-K-12 students attend public
schools in urban areas. Most of these metropolitan regions contain large isolated swaths
of concentrated ethnic poverty (Glaeser, 2012; Milner, 2012; Watson, 2011; Weeks,
2010). Many schools in these urban areas function poorly and are characterized by a
stunning lack of resources. Ironically, many poverty-stricken neighborhoods border
affluent neighborhoods inhabited by highly–educated, affluent city dwellers. In past
decades, affluent city dwellers with school age children either relocated to the suburbs or
enrolled their children in expensive private schools. But recent trends in the nation’s 50
largest metropolitan areas indicate that in the past two decades many of these families are
willing and able to pay a premium for privileges that include walkable neighborhoods,
shorter commutes to work and high quality public schools with enhanced amenities
(Cucchiara, 2013). In contrast to the 1990’s trend of moving to the ever expanding
suburbs, across the country, many highly-educated, affluent city-dwellers now remain in
the city, choosing bicycles, sustainability, and shorter commutes to employment,
entertainment, and education of their children (Cucchiara, 2013; Kerkstra, 2013; Semple,
2012). This trend also contributes to some of the current misunderstandings about the
contexts and meaning(s) of urban education. The creeping of the city beyond traditional
borders over the past 25 years has profound implications for traditional notions of public
education. These trends will impact the future of instruction in suburban schools and the
ways that future educators will be trained to meet these challenges.
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This study is an interpretive inquiry that seeks to examine the manner in which
urban education is presented in the higher education setting. Through content analysis of
the field’s entry-level courses, I examined course syllabi to identify conceptual
approaches that were reflected in introductory and foundational courses. I analyzed
course objectives, assignments and core required texts and conducted cross-case analyses
to determine the level of alignment on these key dimensions. To date, little systematic
work has examined syllabi in such courses as a reflection of norms and a frame of
pedagogical goals. Hence, this study that seeks to explore the salience of course syllabi
as a tool to better understand praxis in colleges of education. As some of the most
recognizable documents in higher education, syllabi have been selected for this study
precisely because these documents reflect instructor ideology, preferences, and, in this
instance, underlying assumptions about urban education. This chapter presents reasons
for the study and offers arguments to support this inquiry. What follows are the essential
questions that guided my research.
Research Questions
1. What conceptual approaches to urban education are reflected in course objectives for
introductory and foundational courses?
2. How are these conceptual approaches realized in course assignments and core
required texts?
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This exploratory study is guided by the presumption that urban education is not
itself a discipline, but a field of study that weaves together a locus of events, problems,
processes, systems, and institutions (Shulman, 1981). Because this consideration anchors
my research, I looked at how scholars from different disciplines have addressed urban
education as a field of study. Because scholars from several disciplines comprise the key
voices in the field, it is important to acknowledge that those who study urban education
scholars typically first acquire training in their respective academic disciplines, often
using discipline-specific models to study urban education (Gorski, 2012, Shulman, 1981).
Sociologists, anthropologists, economists, political scientists, psychologists, and
education researchers explore urban education through a wide range of topics and even
these areas of interest often emerge from the scholars’ respective academic traditions.
Further, because several threads weave together the scholarship in urban education, it is
important to recognize that scholars use fundamental principles from different disciplines
to examine sociological dynamics, culture, historical events and/or the economic realities
associated with schooling in urban areas. Other relevant factors include textbooks, the
teaching of urban education in the college classroom, the political and socio-political
contexts of urban education and scholarly journals dedicated to urban education.
College classrooms are communities of learning and learning is largely a social
process by which models, procedures and feedback channels largely determine what one
learns (Bruner, 1990). Faculty activities and the social conditions in classrooms set the
conditions under which future policy makers, future teachers, education researchers and
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other stakeholders are trained (Smolen, Colville-Hall, Liang & MacDonald, 2006).
These factors are the “raw material” that underpin conceptual approaches to urban
education and the way the field is presented in introductory and foundational courses.

Urban Education in Higher Education
Urban Education Textbooks
Most texts in this genre simply are essentially edited volumes/compilations rather
than textbooks in the traditional sense of the word. In fact, as I began my literature
search I discovered that in most introduction to urban education courses, rather than use
one textbook or handbook, professors choose as core required texts, a range of titles from
among several hundred books associated with the field. Only a few official handbooks of
urban education, as textbooks, have been published over the past sixty years. I reviewed
these “handbooks” of urban education because this genre of “textbook” appears to
demonstrate comprehensive attempts to corral and present the myriad dimensions from
which urban education is conceived and examined. These handbooks of urban education
present to the reader different aspects of urban education in relative isolation, that is, as
distinct and separate components. The field’s most recent (2014) entry in the handbook
or textbook book category is an attempt to address gaps in the urban education
knowledge base.
The Handbook of Urban Education (2014 ) by Richard Milner, IV and Kofi
Lometey, features contributions by dozens of scholars in seven key areas in urban
education: (1) psychology, health and human Development, (2) sociological perspectives,
(3) families and communities, (4) teacher education and special education, (5) leadership,
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administration and leaders, (6) curriculum & instruction, and (7) policy and reform.
Milner is the current editor of the journal, Urban Education. Lometey is his predecessor
at the helm of Urban Education. In the handbook, Milner and Lometey describe six
areas in which scholarly research in urban education is lacking. Specifically, the authors
bemoan the fact that a comprehensive and uniform definition of urban education does not
exist and suggest that it is difficult to examine research in context without a working
definition of the concept of urban education. Milner and Lometey also suggest that
historical and contemporary histories of urban education scholarship and practice are
rarely encountered in the field. The scholars further argue that critique the research
methods used to study urban education, stating that methods often vary substantially and
often do not draw upon previously used rigorous methodological frameworks. Milner
and Lometey state that many published studies in the field provide little theory building,
and few coherent and consistent suggests that can advance the work of practitioners in
urban schools. Finally, the authors suggest that insufficient communication occurs
among practitioners, policy makers and researchers in the field. Their Handbook of
Urban Education (2014) offers contextual definitions of urban education based on the
topic under discussion, and includes historical context for discussion, presents knowledge
of existing literature, and includes explicit implications that address research, practice,
theory, policy and praxis.
Contributors to the Milner handbook include education school faculty, graduate
students, and practitioners. Among these key voices are Pedro Noguera, Gloria LadsonBillings, Geneva Gay, Wanda Blanchett, Joyce King, Thandeka Chapman, Mollie
Blackburn, Kendra Lowry, Jennifer Mueller, William F. Tate IV., Jason Irizarry and
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many more. Linda Darling-Hammond presents the volume’s outstanding foreword. The
Handbook of Urban Education brings together several topics related to urban education
and I identified this compilation text as required reading on one of the 31 syllabus
documents I examined for this study.
Published in 2006, The Praeger Handbook of Urban Education, edited by Joe. L.
Kincheloe, is a two volume set presented by editors affiliated with CUNY and Canada’s
McGill University. The Praeger handbook addresses the context of urban education, race
and ethnicity, social justice, teaching and pedagogy, power relations and urban education,
bilingual education, cultural studies, aesthetics and urban education, and education
policy. Within each of these categories, diverse voices in the fields offer critical
perspectives, empirical research and case studies (Kincheloe, 2006). I identified this text
as a core required reading on one of the 31 syllabi I examined for this study.
The International Handbook of Urban Education ((2007) edited by William Pink
of Marquette University and George Noblit, of UNC-Chapel Hill presents similar
perspectives arising from the urbanization caused by globalization. The volume offers
perspectives from leading urban education scholars and the six sections of the volume
offer these perspectives from a global focus. Section 1 features a discussion of urban
education in Africa, Section 2 highlights these issues in Asia-Pacific, etc. Section 5
focuses on urban education in North America and features the politics of race, class and
schooling, a discussion of educational research and practice, immigration, urban and
suburban contexts, school reform, classrooms and communities, and restorative
approaches. The editors assert that there are no easy demarcations for what urban
education is and is not. Pink and Noblit suggest that definitions of urban education are
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severely constrained by cultural and economic assumptions, local interests, worldviews,
ideologies and the necessities of everyday survival (Pink & Noblit, 2007).
These textbooks and handbooks contain some divergent content and the volumes
vary substantially in length and comprehensiveness of topic. That there are so few
introductory textbooks with the title “Urban Education” also illustrates the challenges of
intersectionality in the field. Further, that these handbooks address a similar range of
topics suggests that the conditions that under gird urban education function in concert and
never in isolation.

Teaching Urban Education in Colleges of Education
Because there was limited scholarly literature on the teaching of urban education
in the higher education setting, I turned instead to the literature on preparing teachers to
teach diverse or multicultural students. This scope is entirely relevant to this discussion
of teacher preparation in urban education, as many articles focus on preparing teachers to
teach in urban schools. The large body of literature on preparing teachers to teach
diverse or multicultural students also calls attention to the many ways that scholars think
about urban education. Even teacher preparation programs vary in content and
complexity, length and structure; suggesting that the goals of teacher education are
contested and that multiple traditions within educator preparation exist. Similarly,
because there is no single model for teacher education, it is not surprising to find a lack of
clarity with regard to the teaching of urban education.
One major thread of scholarship that focuses on preparing teachers to teach
diverse or multicultural students is represented by key voices in the field of education
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who examine pedagogy, pre-service teacher education, and classroom teacher practice
(Sleeter, 2001, 2000; King, 1991; Ladson-Billings, 1999; Weiner, 2006; 2000; CochranSmith, 2003). These scholars seem to agree that preparing teachers for equity and social
justice may be the most challenging task facing colleges of education (Milner, 2010).
Although this body of literature does not consistently include the specific term urban
education specifically, by using urban education as a proxy I reviewed a wide range of
literature related to “teacher preparation for diversity,” for “social change,” “to teach all
students,” “to affront diversity in the classroom,” “multicultural teacher education” and
“multicultural efficacy” (Darling-Hammond, 2007; Cochran-Smith, 2003; LaDuke, 2009;
Sleeter, 2001; Ladson-Billings, 1995).
Many researchers who study teacher classroom practice focus on urban schools
and expressly use the term urban to describe the context of their work. The research in
this thread of scholarship positions the school as the relevant context, positions the actual
teacher as the individual unit of analysis, and further posits that teaching in urban schools
involves both personal and social dimensions (Ryan, 2006; Watson, 2012; Milner, 2012,
2007; LaDuke, 2009; Weiner, 2006; Lewis, 2003, 2001; Lawrence & Tatum, 1994).
Much of the research associated with urban education research has focused
exclusively on the challenges faced by African-American students (Brown & Brown,
2006) in city schools. Consequently, much of the urban education literature includes
topics of culturally relevant teaching, teaching diverse student populations, and teaching
students who live in impoverished conditions (Cochran-Smith, 2002; Banks, 1999;
Ladson-Billings, 1995, LaDuke, 2009, Pieterse, Evans, Risner-Butner, Collins, Mason,
2008; Ukpokodu, 2002). This line of scholarship reflects varying degree of emphasis on
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demographic, socio-economic conditions, institutionalized systems of racism, privilege,
and culturally responsive pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 1995), language, gender, and issues
of class (Ukpokodu, 2002).
Several researchers employ the term “urban education” when describing findings
about pre-service teachers who often reflect implicit and negative beliefs about race and
about Blacks when they describe urban education. On the face, this seems reasonable,
since much of the research on urban schools features discussions of the various racial
groups that comprise the student populations in cities. In 2010, Blacks, Hispanics, and
Asians comprised greater than 75% of the student populations in urban schools. In 1970,
79% of the public school population was non-Hispanic white (Center for Public
Education, (2012). Education researchers also employ the term urban education to
describe findings from studies of pre-service teachers who often attribute negative
monolithic values to students based on teacher beliefs about urban education (Watson,
2012; Milner, 2007, Ukpokodu, (2002; Cochran-Smith, 2003; Ladson-Billings, 1995).
These scholars position pre-service teacher education as a critical component of urban
education research. Although pre-service teacher education in the U.S. is shaped by
many factors, each representing differing traditions in urban education (Milner, 2011,
2010, 2007), literature in this tradition supports the argument that pre-service teacher
voices need to be understood more precisely so that effective interventions in pre-service
educator education can be developed (Milner, 2012; Nadelson, etal; 2012; Price-Dennis
& Souto-Manning, 2011; Asher, 2007; Cochran-Smith, 2003; Ukpokodu, 2002;
Sandoval, Reed & Atinasi, 1993; Sleeter, 2001; Ladson-Billings, 1999, 1995). These
scholars acknowledge the explicit premise that urban education should focus on teaching
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students to implement pedagogy that meets the challenges of urban classrooms.
Researchers who are identified with the literature on pre-service teacher education and
the research on teachers in situ represent an important tradition in urban education
scholarship.

The Socio-Cultural and Political Context of Urban Education
Because much of the research in urban education includes the work of scholars
who study the racial narrative that under pins K-12 education curriculum, I also reviewed
literature on schooling and social stratification (Anyon, 1997, 2005; Darling-Hammond;
King, 1991; Cochran-Smith, 2003; Ukpokodu, 2002). Many of those who study the
foregoing agree on the salience of race in schooling and agree that race and student
achievement are related but not in a simple manner. This line of inquiry also explores the
specific ways that children are taught to accept the legitimacy of their schooling and preservice teacher attitudes about teaching in urban areas. This body of literature presents
different units of analyses such as structural phenomena, the legal and the political
landscapes. Such distinctions further reflect a variety of relationships among contexts
and academic disciplines. Key voices include those who examine larger socio-political
cultural contexts, the influence of economics, labor markets and residential policies on
micro and macro-environments. This thread of scholarship also includes a body of
research that focuses specifically on K-12 school and university partnerships and
collaboration (Darling-Hammond, 2007; Schroyer, 2007; Lefever-Davis, etal, 2007).
Other research traditions in urban education focus on schooling in America and its
socio-cultural contexts, including the power relations that maintain urban education
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(Sleeter, 2000, 1996; Anyon, 1997; Lareau, 2003; Giroux & McLaren, 1986). Urban
education research has also included literature about the effects on public schooling of
social class stratification, cycles of poverty, race, and racism (Anyon, 2005; Olson, 1999;
Kozol, 2005). This thread includes critical pedagogy, power relations, schooling and the
sociological processes that produce or maintain inequity in schooling (Lareau, 2000).
This tradition explores urban education through the connections between the macro social
order and the classroom vis a vis social justice concerns, cultural capital, the hidden
curriculum, schooling as a highly democratic process, cultural capital and critical race
pedagogy. “Scholars in this tradition include Anyon, Freire, Ladson-Billings, Sleeter &
Grant, Giroux & McLaren, Delpit, Cochran-Smith, and others (King, 1991).” Scholars in
this thread also explore the political and economic dimensions of urban education,
including federal and state policies that directly or indirectly influence school funding,
school curriculum, school culture, and the long history of administrative and school
funding concerns that affect urban schools. This discourse thread includes scholarship
related to minimum wage work, Black employment, residential segregation and their
effect on equitable learning outcomes in metropolitan schools (Massey & Denton, 1993;
Kantor & Lowe, 2006, Lipman, 2002; Lagemann, 2005; Anyon, 2005). In essence, these
key voices position urban education as the unfortunate consequence of a series of
processes and public policy studies that coalesce at a nexus (Anyon, 2005, Lipman,
2002).

Origins of Urban Education Research
Because I could not locate a specific body of literature that addressed the way
urban education is taught in higher education, I looked at origins of urban education
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research to learn more about how urban education became a separate course offering in
colleges of education. Since the early 20th century sociologists and other academics have
focused on problems of schooling in cities (Brown & Brown, 2006). The release of the
1966 Coleman Study, also known as Equality of Educational Opportunity Study, brought
to the foreground of national discourse a different kind of research designed to address
the dismal educational outcomes of lower socio-economic populations concentrated in
large metropolitan areas. The Coleman report’s senior author, Johns Hopkins Professor
of Sociology, James Coleman, presented findings that fueled academic debate that
continues to the present day. This foment has resulted in an ever-increasing body of
research from public policy makers, economists, psychologists, sociologists, and
anthropologists, about the social organization of educational institutions in the urban
centers of America. The influential 1983 national report, A Nation at Risk, contributed to
the controversy about urban education by focusing on improving academic standards in
“city” schools. The focus of A Nation at Risk was viewed by some scholars as the result
of efforts to increase standardized testing in order to support the workforce needs of
American business (Anyon, 2005). In 2001, the No Child Left Behind Act codified
several federal policies that were promulgated in 1994, 1996, (Anyon, 2005). As a result,
since the early 1960’s sociologists, anthropologists, political scientists and other social
scientists have studied urban education through ideological and theoretical frameworks
associated with economics, social class, culture, race, discrimination, power relations,
psychology, social stratification, and public policy (Buendia, 2011; Anyon, 2005,
Lipman, 2001).
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Although the range of urban education inquiry includes ethnically and racially
diverse students, schools and classrooms in cities, much of the scholarship in the field of
urban education is not at all limited to things that occur in schools. It is important to
recognize that education researchers also approach urban education as a phenomenon that
occurs within and beyond school boundaries (Weis & Dimitriadis, 2006; Brown &
Brown, 2006). This premise under pins much of the scholarly research in the field - that
education alone cannot solve problems that are embedded in institutional racism, the
political economy, residential segregation, labor laws and public policies (Lipman, 2002;
Orfield, 2005).

Scholarly Journals in Urban Education
Many academic disciplines have their own journals devoted to teaching with a
given subject area. I also looked at scholarly journals in urban education to try to narrow
down the points of entry to the teaching or urban education in higher education settings.
Scholarly publishing dates as far back as 1665 with Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society of London, and topics related to urban education have been covered
extensively in journals devoted to teacher education and multicultural education.
However, the history of a scholarly, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to urban education
dates back only to 1964, when K-12 educator, educational researcher and professor,
Warren Button of the University of Buffalo penned Urban Education’s first editorial.
Urban Education and Education and Urban Society are the only publications among
more than 224 scholarly, peer-reviewed journals dedicated to education (and listed by the
American Educational Research Association), that contain the word urban: Education
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and Urban Society (EUS) is a multidisciplinary journal that examines the role of
education as a social institution in an increasingly urban and multicultural society. Since
November 1968, EUS has published articles that explore the functions of educational
institutions, policies, and processes that seek to improve the environment of urban
schools and provide equal educational opportunities for all students. In the late 2000’s,
EUS shifted to a traditional peer-reviewed publication from a format that featured issues
with a theme. James Coleman authored the introduction to the inaugural issue
(November, 1968) of Education and Urban Society. EUS is ranked 187/224 in Education
& Educational Research and 36/39 in Urban Studies. Topics of inquiry in past issues
include religion and the politics of education, privatization in public education, educating
homeless students in urban settings, school choice, alternative teacher certification, and
resilience in African-American youth.
Urban Education (UE), the other scholarly journal in the field, also publishes
multi-disciplinary research and conceptual reviews. With a 2014 ranking of 82/224 in
Education & Educational Research and 22/39 in Urban Studies UE focuses on nine
interdisciplinary areas related to urban education: 1) curriculum and instruction; 2)
counseling and social services, 3) educational policy, 4) equity in urban education, 5)
leadership, 6) psychology and human development, 7) special education, teacher
education and 9) global issues and perspectives. UE is fifty years old as of 2015; the idea
for its publication arose in emerged in 1963 from two conferences held in Buffalo and
Chicago that focused on education in the inner-city with the sole purpose to provide a
basis for effective educator and policy action. At its inception in 1963, UE’s sole stated
intention was to “advocate only one line of action, that of gaining more knowledge.”
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(Milner, 2012, p. 348). In 2015, Urban Education continues to publish articles based on
practice and research with an explicit urban context; those that examine the role of
education from a variety of perspectives including those based on empirical analyses,
action research, and ethnographic perspectives as well as those that view education from
philosophical, historical, policy, and/or legal points of view. (Milner, 2012).
Other journals that feature the word “urban” in the title include Journal of Urban
Math Education, The Urban Review, The National Journal of Urban Education and
Practice, Penn GSE Perspectives on Urban Education and Urban Education Research &
Policy Annuals. Pink and Noblit, editors of The Handbook of International Urban
Education (2007), currently edit The Urban Review. Each of these scholarly journals
address empirical and critical research associated with critical pedagogy, equity in
schooling as well as political, sociological, and contemporary economic issues that affect
urban communities.
It is important to note that dozens of scholarly journals that do not contain the
phrase urban education also address relevant issues associated with this field of study.
These include Teacher Education Quarterly, The Journal of Negro Education, The
Journal of Educational Research, Journal of Teacher Education, Journal of Literacy
Research, Exceptional Children; Teaching and Teacher Education, Theory into Practice,
Harvard Educational Review, Curriculum & Instruction, Multicultural Education
Review, Multicultural Perspectives, American Educational Research Journal, and dozens
more. In summary, urban education scholarship includes topics associated with
curriculum and instruction, counseling and social services, educational policy, equity,
leadership, psychology and human development, special education, and teacher
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education. These topics appear throughout the corpus of urban education literature and
comprise some of the basic building blocks of course syllabi in urban education. Because
a wide range of academic literature frames urban education discourse; consequently,
hundreds of texts define this field of study.
The wide variety of academic disciplines from which urban education literature
emerges calls attention to the complexity of meaning in this field of study, suggesting
that meaning is somewhat contested. This notion further highlights the need to consider
examining the field’s introductory course. Some scholars have suggested that this field
of study has come to mean almost “anything and everything” (Irby, 2015, p. 9; Matsko &
Hammerness, 2014; Milner, 2012; Watson, 2012; Brown & Brown, 2012; Buendia, 2011;
Irby and Hall; 2011). In colleges of education, professors, curriculum committees, and
department chairs play a critical role in the construction of knowledge and meaning
through the syllabus. Despite the importance of these faculty activities, to date, there has
been little systematic examination of these syllabi documents in the field of urban
education. This condition provides another compelling reason to explore the conceptual
approaches identified in urban education course syllabi.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHOD
Context of the Study
The goal of this exploratory study was to learn more about the conceptual
frameworks that underpin introductory course syllabi in urban education. We are all born
into a world of meaning bestowed upon us by our culture. (Creswell, 2003) and text as a
proxy for experience, feelings, and knowledge is a common form of data analyzed in the
social sciences (Guest, MacQueen, Namey, 2012 Identifying conceptual approaches in
course syllabi is entirely compatible with the search to construct meaning in any field of
study (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, Maxwell, 2005, Marshall & Rossman, 2011). This
study is situated in a culture of higher education and is an attempt to understand rather
than predict. ).Social constructivism assumes that knowledge is constructed rather than
received, that meaning is constructed by human beings as they engage with the world and
that humans make sense of the world based on their historical and social perspective.
Using an interpretive lens, I did not know “a priori” what I would uncover upon syllabus
review.
It should be noted that professors occasionally depart from the “syllabus” when
the classroom door is closed; therefore, it is entirely possible that what is discerned from
the analysis of syllabi may differ from what “actually” occurs in the Introduction to
Urban Education class. Whether or not a syllabus is developed by an individual or acurriculum committee, and regardless of whether the official syllabi for such courses
contain sanitized language that strays from instructor intention, this study is based on the
presumption that course syllabi reflect the “formal” or “official” curriculum.
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Syllabi as a Frame of Pedagogical Goals
Course syllabi help us understand praxis in colleges of education inasmuch as
these documents serve as a frame for pedagogical goals and in many ways reflect norms
in any academic discipline or field of study.
Afros and Schryer (2009) examined ten syllabi in higher education to identify the
social creation of knowledge and syllabi as a medium that links genres and discourse
communities. Social construction of knowledge underpins Afros and Schryer’s belief
that syllabi reflect conventions, values and practices of a discipline and neighboring
discourse communities. The researchers posit that the syllabus transmutes the classroom
into an ideological site that enacts situated practice and relations, suggesting that syllabi
socialize students and novices into respective academic communities. Afros and Schryer
found that recurring use of the imperative tone mode reflects instructor power and
authority and reconfirms instructor professional identity. The researchers further
asserted that course syllabi highlights the interdependence among classroom, research,
and institution, including explicit and implicit connections.
Numerous articles on the function and importance of the syllabus have been
published, and scholars from different academic disciplines agree that the syllabus has
several important functions, including serving as a communication device, describing
learning outcomes, a permanent record, and serving as a contract and a learning tool that
reveals instructor choices. (Afros & Schryer, 2009; Habanek, 2005; Parkes & Harris,
2002; Slattery & Carlson, 2005). Despite the ubiquity of research on the importance of
course syllabi, few scholars have explored urban education syllabi as a way to investigate
conceptual approaches to the introductory course..
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Syllabi help to inform the behaviors and attitudes of pre-service teachers; the
course syllabus elucidates instructor learning outcomes and the methods by which these
outcomes will be realized (Afros & Schryer, 2009). Moreover, the syllabus document
reflects professors’ membership in multiple discourse communities and in many ways
“socializes” students into these discourse communities (Afros & Schyrer, 2009, p. 225).
Faculty members take seriously the content, intent, and tone of the syllabus, including the
use of language that informs students about what to expect as well as how to achieve
desired course outcomes (Habanek, 2005). As such, syllabi have much to offer about the
web of meanings within urban education. Afros and Schryer (2009) describe the syllabus
as a document that “can transform the physical setting of the classroom into the
discursive and ideological site of action in which student, teacher and the work assume
significance and value. Course syllabi introduce learners to academic research and
promote links between various genres and discourse communities (Afros & Schryer,
2009) Exploring syllabi will capture the “official” curriculum in urban education
introductory courses and contribute to increased understanding about ways colleges of
education introduce future teachers to this field of study.
The past decade has seen a shift from cognitive theories that emphasize individual
thinkers and their isolated minds, to theories that more fully acknowledge the role of the
physical and social context in determining what is known (Barab, Barnett & Squire,
2002). This condition calls into sharp focus the role of course syllabi in constructing
meaning. Introductory or foundation course syllabi tend to contain explicit course
expectations about the breadth and depth of coverage whereas advanced seminars are
likely to include or encourage student input on course content (Parkes & Harris, 2002).
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Parkes and Harris (2002) reviewed 200 syllabi at a single university’s eleven
schools and colleges and identified three major roles of the syllabus, including serving as
a permanent record, learning tool and contract. However, the researchers observed wide
variation within two major categories: 1) the reason for writing the individual syllabus
and 2) the material contained in the syllabus. Parkes and Harris observed that there is a
wide availability of literature about the “components of a good syllabus, but much less
scholarly data that examines the syllabus purpose, content and implications (p. 55).”
Parkes and Harris noted also that viewing the syllabus as a document to be heavily
negotiated and observed is far less likely in introductory or foundation courses where
typically instructors provide greater guidance and formal information about course
content than for advanced seminars where faculty tend to expect students to participate to
some degree in designing course content. The authors further noted that because the
syllabus is a permanent record, the document provides evidence of course content,
expectations of the student, assessment outcomes, and often served as a tool to evaluate
instructors and programs. Perhaps most salient to Parkes & Harris work in this study is
the finding that the syllabus is a sample of the instructor’s mode of thinking and writing
about his or her profession. The syllabus also reveals the instructors’ philosophies about
teaching, learning and the content area, and is a powerful influence on student learning.
Slattery and Carlson (2005) reviewed best practices in syllabus preparation and
concluded that the syllabus offers students a first impression of a faculty member and that
despite evidence of poor recall, about half of students referred to their syllabus at least
once a week. The authors recommend that course syllabi should provide an effective
structure that includes due dates for papers and exams; provide identifying information
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such as office hours, location of faculty; and the faculty preferred method of contact; 3)
serve an evidentiary function in the manner a contract functions; contain course goals that
use action verbs; set forth the ways students may meet course goals; describe how grades
will be weighted, including grading criteria and rubrics. Their findings discussed the
importance of motivational messages regardless of tone and described one important
additional consideration that is perhaps more germane to this present study than other
factors: the importance of rationale and motivational messages in the syllabus document.
Slattery and Carlson asserted that syllabi should contain a rationale that explains why the
instructor is passionate about the course content and why selected assignments are
important. Of the syllabi at Augsburg College that the researchers examined, only 12%
included a rationale for assignments; none contained a statement that connected the
course to the mission of the department or the college. Further, Slattery and Carlson
exhort faculty to use syllabi in order to make the implicit explicit.
In an examination of 25 syllabi from a Midwestern university, Habanek (2005)
found only three that met the chief criteria of being a model of instructor enthusiasm for
the discipline. Habenek suggested that course syllabi may be the only vehicle to express
accountability and commitment of student and the instructor. Further, “rules about what
circumstances affect grades and general advice about what constitutes course success” (p.
63) can be construed to be markers of instructor enthusiasm for the discipline. Habanek
further asserted in the article that lack of clear course objectives leads to student
confusion. The remarkable absence of language that outlined student and instructor
responsibilities on each of the 25 syllabi examined led Habanek to question whether
students should be expected to rely on the syllabus to navigate a course.
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Calhoon and Becker (2008) studied the frequency with which students referred to
course syllabi for over a six week period during a semester. The researchers
administered two surveys (Survey 1, n = 112, Survey 2, n = 93) in three sections of a
college course in General Psychology. Findings from the research indicated that 50% of
students in the first administration looked at the syllabus on the same day of the class
meeting, including “today’s topic” readings, whether or not a quiz was scheduled and
date of the next exam. Calhoon and Becker’s findings contradicted faculty “lore”
perceptions that students either lose or never review syllabi. In fact, these finding suggest
that rather than discard syllabi, a majority of students do review and refer to the syllabus
document. Among the study’s important findings is the observation that student
behaviors are impacted by what is included in the syllabus – students reported seeking
help more often from instructors whose syllabi included an explicit offer to help, more
often than from instructors who did not include such language. Calhoon and Becker
further asserted that syllabus content affects student use of the syllabus.
Johnson (2006) designed a syllabus structure and checklist to guide faculty and
suggested that brief syllabi may omit relevant information. Johnson found that faculty
members stated that syllabi that were “too-lengthy” are not read by most students.
Flowerdew (2005) studied syllabi for a communications course of 30 contact hours,
following a survey of 581 students and 56 lecturers in School of Science at a Chinese
university. The researcher compared elements of a task based syllabus, a text-based
syllabus and a content-based syllabus in order to examine pedagogical effectiveness for a
course in English for Academic Purposes. Flowerdew considered task-based syllabi to be
more concerned with what is expected of the learner in “real-life” situations or where task
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completion has a clear priority and outcome. Text based syllabi found the primary
organizing element in text, social context, and construction of genre and mastery of genre
language. An important finding is that content-based syllabi help students master content
material and transfer content from one discipline to another. The three approaches reflect
aspects of critical pedagogy, with content based syllabi of highest consideration.
Flowerdew suggested that power relations, i.e. who determines the direction of education,
what the possibilities are and what topics should be covered merit further study.
Prior to the social changes that accompanied the 1960’s, most college students
accepted the premise that faculty teach at their own respective pace; this includes the
presumption that faculty were not compelled to provide students with advance notice of
virtually any course requirements. Brosman (1998) studied the history of common
departmental syllabi for multi-section college courses and found that syllabi
standardization has been found useful in mathematics, science and foreign language
courses where faculty generally agree on readings, etc., as well as for introductory
courses in the humanities where faculty tend to agree on which “classics” are considered
to be a prerequisite to advanced level coursework. Brosman found also that the notion of
the common syllabus reassures students as well as reassures new and adjunct faculty.
The common syllabus also implies uniformity of treatment across sections. Brosman
indicated that tenured and experienced faculty members often prepared syllabi that
reflected impositions of a particular methodology and emphasized a particular political
ideology and cultural agenda rather than objective, programmatic goals.
In summary, the literature on content analysis of syllabi indicate that course
syllabi convey meaning and often function as sites of political and sociological ideologies
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(Smolen, 2006; Flowerdew, 2005; Brosman, 1998). Therefore, it is appropriate to use
syllabi as an entry point to explore underlying assumptions about urban education. This
includes the manner in which content and perspectives are organized and presented.
Course syllabi contain data that reflect the conceptual approaches and the underlying
assumption that under pin faculty choices. Although syllabi may not always reflect what
is actually taught in class much less what is learned by students, exploring conceptual
approaches to urban education through course syllabi will capture faculty perspectives
about the primary goals of these foundational courses.
Researcher as Instrument
“We see and hear “not through our ears and eyes, but through our beliefs.”
(Dedeoglu & Lamme, 2009 p.27). This study is informed by the assumption that race
continues to be a powerful force in structuring interactions in America. Each day, this
writer, much like every other American, affronts the inescapable matters of race, class,
gender, equity and language; these issues are magnified on a larger scale in America’s
metropolitan public schools. I acknowledge my racialized position and cultural ways of
knowing that cannot be fully anticipated; this includesa lived experience of racism in
America that enhances my sensitivity. My research persona also acknowledges that text,
language, behaviors, and environments must be interpreted, described and explained in
context (Lichtman, 2010). Accordingly, my biases shape the way I interpret and make
meaning of this data. The goal of my work is to seek deeper understanding rather than to
generalize. Consequently, this study serves as tool to help me and others better
understand the manner in foundational courses in urban education affront the tensions of
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race and culture in pre-service teacher education. I acknowledge my keen interest in this
topic and believe that both benefits and challenges lie in exploring these considerations.
Research Design
This study relies on the review of course objectives, class assignments and
required books to infer emphasis and meaning. Accordingly, the process of
classification, induction, deduction and interpretation are closely intertwined in my
analyses. I have tried to closely describe the manner in which I used content analysis to
interpret explicit and underlying meanings of urban. I relied heavily on the iterative
coding process described by qualitative research scholars (Miles & Huberman, 1994;
Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Homa, Hackathorn, Brown, etal, 2013; Kondracki, Wellman,
Amu-ndson, 2002; Pieterse, Evans, Risner-Butner, Collins, & Mason, 2008). Methods
for this study were derived from the text of Miles and Huberman (1994) and the work of
researchers Dossey-Newby & Krull (2005), Gorski (2008), Hsieh & Shannon (2005),
Okumus & Wong, 2007), Pomerantz, etal (2006), White (2008), and Kondracki,
Wellman, Amundson, 2002).

Procedures
To date, no definitive list exists that provides the exact number of Urban Education
programs in the United States. The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (CAEP) indicates that as of September 2013, 670 accredited teacher
preparation programs operate in the United States. Many of these programs do not offer
coursework that bears the title “Introduction to Urban Education.” To obtain syllabi, I
subsequently consulted the Coalition of Urban-Serving Universities, the Great Cities
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Universities list (formerly the Urban 13) as well as the Carnegie Classifications.
Wherever such information was publicly available and accessible, I reviewed online
course catalogs and course schedules to identify faculty names for the respective course. I
then composed and sent personalized e-mails that contained the individual course title
and semester offered to each instructor, requesting copies of the Fall 2013 or Spring 2014
course syllabus. I also requested permission to use the syllabus in the study.
Sixty-four initial e-mail requests for syllabi were e-mailed during Spring 2014 and
Summer 2014, with extensive and ongoing follow-up requests (See Appendix A for a
sample e-mail request). In a few instances, faculty instructed me to seek permission of
the department chair for inclusion of the syllabi in the study; in each instance, I complied.
Each document was screened for the following eligibility criteria:
1. The course contained the term, “urban education” or urban schools in the title.
2. The course was offered in an undergraduate or graduate education program.
3. The syllabus had to be publicly available and/or be submitted by the course instructor
or course administrator with explicit permission for inclusion in the study.
4. Each syllabus had to contain sufficient information in the specified content categories
identified in the research framework.

Thirty-four syllabi were collected and screened. I excluded three from the sample;
two contained insufficient content, i.e. the syllabi were quite abbreviated, course
objectives and assignments were not sufficiently elaborated and required readings were
accessible only to enrolled students. The remaining syllabus was excluded as it focused
solely on accountability at the school district level and was part of a four-course
sequence; that is, each of the four courses in the sequence was titled “Introduction to
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Urban Education. Twenty eight syllabi are from courses taught in Fall 2013 or Spring
2014. Two syllabi are from courses taught in 2005 and 2012 respectively.
Thirty-one institutions comprise the final sample: Just over half of the syllabi
analyzed (16 out of 31) were from undergraduate courses; 15 were from graduate-level
courses. Eighteen (58%) were from public 4-year institutions, thirteen (41%) were from
private 4-year institutions. Eleven of the 31, or 34.5% of the syllabi were from CAEP
accredited institutions. The 31 syllabi represent a cross-section of U.S. regions and
Carnegie Classifications: Research University Very High (RUVH), Research University
High (RUH), Masters College and University (MCU), Baccalaureate Liberal Arts (BLA),
Baccalaureate College (BC), and Doctoral Research (DR).
Miles and Huberman caution against sampling too narrowly (p. 34) indicating that
multiple-case sampling adds confidence to findings, strengthens precision and validity of
findings (p. 29). Some researchers suggest that as few as 15 cases is sufficient for
exploratory studies that use content analysis (Okumus & Wong, 2007; Pomerantz, Oh,
Yang, etal, 2006). Others who use content analysis to review syllabi suggest that
anywhere between 40 and 62 syllabi is sufficient (Gorski, 2008; Pieterse, Evans, RisnerButner, Collins, Mason, 2008; Ison, 2010); increasing to 135 course syllabi (Bers, Davis,
Taylor, 2000). Figure 1 summarizes institution locations from where syllabi were
collected. Table 1 summarizes institution, CAEP status and Equity Assistance categories.
Equity Assistance Centers are funded by the Department of Education. These ten offices
provide technical assistance, professional development, and information about civil
rights, equity, and school reform to schools in their respective regions. The ostensible
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goal of these ten centers is to help ensure that all students have access to equitable
education opportunities. Appendix B contains a list of institutions included in the study.
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Figure 1
Sample Institutions Mapped by Zip Code

Table 1
Institution Locations by U.S. Equity Assistance Center Region Classifications & CAEP
Region

Institutions

%

CAEP

Region I
CT., MA, ME, NH, RI, VT
Region II
NJ, NY, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands
Region III
DC., DE, MD, PA, VA, WV
Region IV
AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN
Region V
IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, WI
Region VI
AR, LA, NM OK, TX
Region VII
IA, KS, MO, NE
Region VIII
CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY
Region IX
AZ, CA, NV

4

12.9

1

5

16.1

2

2

6.4

-

5

16.1

4

7

22.5

2

1

3.2

-

1

3.2

1

-

-

-

6

19.3

1

31

100%

11
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Analysis
It is important to note from syllabus to syllabus, that professors describe the same
things in different ways. At each step and with each review I was faced with many
decisions. I have tried to describe the highly iterative process I used to identify the
distinct characteristics of these data. Starting with each syllabus as a unit of analysis, I
divided the syllabus into the following smaller analytical units: 1) course
objectives/course descriptions; 2) class assignments/topics/fieldwork, and 3) core
required texts. As stated previously, qualitative content analysis extends far beyond
simple word frequency counts. In my prior pilot study (n = 4), I reviewed syllabi and
developed initial codes. That initial scheme is the framework for the primary codes I used
in this study.

Open and Focused Coding
In the pilot study, I initially used open coding to analyze the course objectives and
course assignments at the unit of analysis by identifying recurring words and categories
in each syllabus. This initial open coding strategy permitted me to organize the data
(Maxwell, 2005) and develop descriptive names to identify and label subject matter of
text segments and categories (Okumus & Wong, 2007; Pomerantz etal, 2006; Hsieh &
Shannon, 2005). My initial coding scheme used in the initial pilot study captured a
range of themes and those initial codes and findings from the initial pilot study ultimately
formed the foundation of my approach to coding the 31 syllabi for this study. I further
enumerated the data and developed code books for course objectives and course
assignments. Throughout preliminary analysis and through each round I combined some
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codes, revised codes and definitions, and collapsed certain categories as appropriate.
Appendix C contains the initial coding definitions and initial coding sheet.

Course Objectives
After coding references at the word occurrence level, I was able to collapse some
of the preliminary categories and further refine based on themes that emerged from key
words and phrases that were mentioned explicitly or emphasized in instructor statements
about the course objectives. Using cross-case analysis techniques described by Miles &
Huberman (1994) and Charmaz (2012) I developed a code book for the course objective
statements in order to identify conceptual approaches that emerged from the language and
vocabulary that instructors used to describe urban education in the course objectives and
course descriptions. Cross case analysis helped me organize information, delineate
categories, draw conclusions and confirm what I believe to be salient emerging themes of
the course objectives. I used focused coding to further refine my topics and to identify
prominent conceptual approaches. Five conceptual approaches emerged from the syllabi:
1) schools and the social order; 2) historical perspective; 3) education policy analysis; 4)
professional practice, pedagogy, research persona; and 5) teacher as change agent.
In the many instances where course objectives seemed to fit into one or more
conceptual approach, I used preponderance to count the number of times a topic was
mentioned in the course objectives on each syllabus and drilled down to associate each
course objective on each syllabus with a conceptual approach. That is, if most of the
course objectives on an individual syllabus contained statements associated with schools
and the social order, then I classified the syllabus in the category schools and the social
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order. For example, if there were ten course objectives listed on a syllabus and eight of
the ten course objectives fell into the category “schools and the social order” and none of
the other identified themes were present in the course objective, then the conceptual
approach was classified under “schools and the social order. I further classified an
approach as dominant based on preponderance of topics associated with the approach. If
six or more of ten course objectives were classified as professional practice, then the
conceptual approach was classified under the category “professional practice, pedagogy,
and research persona. In all instances, I identified and coded conceptual approaches based
on this criteria. Further, greater than 50% of course objectives had to relate to one
conceptual approach in order to be classified as such.
All syllabi shared some common attributes; however, divergent themes emerged
on some syllabi course objectives that were not at all mentioned as course objectives on
other syllabi. I classified each set of course objectives based on the occurrence or
absence of explicit course objectives. These conceptual approaches emerged as I
continually reviewed the course objectives on each syllabus. The following conceptual
approaches are based on the quantity and occurrence of explicit statements, the degree of
descriptive emphasis and the preponderance of topics mentioned in the course objectives:
1) schools and the social order; 2) historical perspective; 3) education policy analysis; 4)
professional practice, pedagogy, research persona; and 5) teacher as change agent. It is
important to note that schools and the social order course objectives were identified in
each of the 31 syllabi, but to varying degree.
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Schools and the social order (SSO): Course objectives in this conceptual approach
contained statements about the socio-political context of schooling in inner-cities,
including social stratification, cultural considerations, political and economic forces.
Course objectives in this category contained framing statements that focused squarely on
race and class inequality, and socio-political, socio-cultural factors that shape the urban
context. Objectives in this category did not explicitly feature other identified topics.
Example 1: We will examine the role of schooling in a stratified, capitalist
society, explore lives of marginalized youth, and analyze current reform efforts.
Example 2: The goal of this course is to help you understand the realities of
urban schools and help you unpack the various ways urban schools are
represented and perceived and the consequences of our biases against urban
education. You will walk away from this course understanding factors that shape
the urban context and the complex interplay between reality and perception that
affects public discussions about urban education.
Historical perspectives (HP): The HP conceptual approach was assigned to course
objective statements with schools and the social order statements and that emphasized
historical perspectives/context.
Example 1: We will explore how schools have changed from being viewed as the
best in the nation to “problems” to be solved. The primary goal of this class is to
historicize and contextualize contemporary urban education.
Example 2: This course will examine the influence of labor markets,
communities, culture, racial segregation and inequality in the development of
public schools. As David Tyack argued, history is a source of insight rather than
something to be overcome. This course provides opportunity (through
assignments) to refer to actual historical examples when discussing controversies
and perspectives
Education policy analysis (EPA): Course objectives classified as EPA contained
statements related to schools and the social order as well as course objectives that
focused explicitly on macro-policy analyses and the economic context of cities.
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Example 1: This course explores education policy in urban public school systems
and examines how urban education has been shaped by the political, social and
economic context of cities. Students will develop specific knowledge of urban
school systems and hone analytic skills in policy analysis and synthesis.
Example 2: This course’s specific goals are to help students gain factual
knowledge about major policies and practice, how policies manifest in urban
districts and classrooms, to analyze and evaluate policies and practices in urban
schools and apply knowledge to understand and act upon issues.”
Professional practice, pedagogy, researcher persona (PPP): Syllabi course objectives in
this conceptual approach contained statements that explicitly refer to schools and the
social order but also contain statements that focus on curriculum development, classroom
management, youth engagement, family involvement and community relations.
Example 1: This course will prepare middle and secondary teachers to become
effective facilitators of learning in urban schools, through understanding various
philosophies and practical approaches to education in an urban environment,
with implications for pedagogy, management, assessment and parent engagement.
Example 2: Students in this seminar will examine issues related to urban education mirrored in research, theory and practice, while looking at
instructional approaches as reflected in XXX teaching standards of effective
practice, state statute, XXX.
Teacher as change agent (TCA): I classified course objectives under the conceptual
approach teacher as change agent when I encountered statements that refer to schools and
the social order, and also an explicit “call to action” in the text of the course objectives
or course description.
Example 1: This course focuses on two questions: A) how have urban schools
continued to reproduce rather than ameliorate inequality? B) In the information
age, how do systems that affect education need to change to create successful
outcomes? Students will be able to plan counter-hegemonic curriculum and
instruction.
Example 2: Through direct service and intentional relationships with high school
students, students in this course will seek to help students prepare for college, to
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be successful in college and to help (these) students value higher education as a
means to improve the quality of life.
Appendix D contains the code book for course objective themes

Course Assignments
Although I first classified the syllabus based on the course objectives, I also
conducted similar cross case analysis to examine and categorize the course assignments,
I developed a code book to explain the themes I identified in the course assignments and
discovered that many course assignments fell into similar categories for conceptual
approaches identified in course objective: 1) schools and the social order; 2) historical
perspective; 3) education policy analysis; 4) professional practice, pedagogy, research
persona; and 5) teacher as change agent.
In many instances, several assignments met the criteria for more than one
conceptual approach. I used the same procedure I used with course objectives to classify
course assignments and used preponderance of topics to enumerate the number of explicit
statements, “break ties” and decide into which category to place a given assignment. If
more than half of the total sentences in a given assignment/activity descriptions referred
directly to one of the established themes, the assignment was classified under that one
theme. Assignment themes with descriptions are further elaborated in Appendix E.

Schools and the social order: These assignments were associated with student learning
more about the socio-political context of schooling in inner-cities, including social
stratification, cultural considerations, and personal experiences with schooling, race,
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racism, etc. Assignments in this category contained framing statements that focused
squarely on race and class inequality, and sociological considerations.
Example 1: Write a position paper that reflects how your race, class, and/or sex
have impacted your educational opportunities, experiences and outcomes,
including how these characteristics have had positive, negative, or no
implications as you have navigated the education system.ID#1
Example 2: Create a project that illustrates how poverty affects the educational
experiences of children who grow up in that context. Your project must connect
to the Kotlowitz book and at least one additional reading, required book or guest
lecture. This assignment must also link to your weekly mentoring experience.
Your project may take any form, e.g. a comic, infographic, poem, video, or other
artistic expression. ID #9

Historical perspectives: This theme was assigned to class topics/assignments that focus
on historical perspectives and historical contexts.
Example 1: Write three blog posts about one of the following class topics:
 The Rise of the Industrial City; Progressive Reform, north and south before
Brown;
 Origins of the urban crisis: deindustrialization and discrimination
 School desegregation and the struggle for education equity;
 The possibilities and limits of urban school reform as seen from the ground;
 Education equity across the divided metropolis since the 1960’s;
 The continued salience of residential segregation;
 Neo-liberal strategies in urban education reform;
 Cities and schools, present and future. ID#2
Example 3: Select from one of these four time periods: Founding of America – 1850,
1850 – 1900, 1900 – 1950, 1950 – present. Highlight major events and provide a one
sentence claim about why and how each event you chose impacted the development of
urban education. Include citations. We will compile each group’s highlights into an
overall history and development of urban education timeline. ID #15

Education policy analysis: Assignments classified under this category ask students to
focus on and analyze macro-policies, the economic context of cities, school reform, city
governance and policies related to centralization and decentralization.
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Example 1: Write two one-page, single-spaced policy analysis papers from the
readings which are based on the following topics. You must do some of the “heavy
lifting” on your own to comprehend, analyze and synthetize the weekly readings.
Remind yourself who argues what and why: Segregation and desegregation, school
finance, student identity and curricular access, teacher quality, centralization and
decentralization, inequities beyond school. ID#10
Example 2: You will write a weekly blog post that connects the readings to class
discussions about the following topics:
 The real and perceived condition of urban education
 From urban schools to “urban schools”
 Racial diversity and segregation in the city
 Income disparity and cultural difference in the city
 Urban school policies
 Urban school politics
 Urban school finance
 Teachers and curriculum in urban schools
 New educational policies in urban education
 Whole city reform
 Alternative visions of urban education
 Case studies of Detroit and Raleigh ID#5

Professional practice, pedagogy, researcher persona: Assignments in this category
focus on fieldwork, observations, teacher candidacy requirements, curriculum
development, family and community involvement, scholarly research and writing.
Example 1: Using the format provided, collect and compile a classroom and
school profile for the public elementary school to which you have assigned. Write
up your fieldwork reflections each week and connect your observations and
insights to the course readings including class structure, activities, atmosphere,
learning climate, teaching style. Also include how diversity and difference are
addressed in the classroom in the formal or hidden curriculum and how these
phenomena play out in interactions between teacher and students. Include what
you may or may not do differently as a teacher in this classroom and why.ID#3
Example 2: The class will develop an appropriate rubric to assess group
presentations, individual presentations, and the research paper. The research
paper will be reviewed by the professor and all class members. ID#7
Example 3: For this assignment, in groups of four you will be sent into a
community in the metro-Atlanta area. Your will tour the community, examine
physical space, interview residents, and learn more about students’ lives outside
of the classroom. Do not simply drive through the neighborhood; make an effort
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to get out of the car, bus, train and talk to locals. You must include photographs
and/or use a video camera (can be rented from library). Assign one group
member to contact your “community liaison.” This liaison can be a student, a
teacher, or a community member who volunteers/agrees to show you around and
who agrees to be videotaped. You will present the results of this research to the
class along with your personal reflections. Be sure to include a community
overview, descriptions of community organizations, and summaries of your
individual interviews of community residents. This introduction to student culture
will be vital for understanding of the broader context of urban schools. ID#6

Teacher as change agent: Class assignments in this category ask students to be change
agents by focusing on personal efforts to changing the school or community. These
assignments included an explicit “call to action” in the assignment description.
Example 1: Your assignment is to host an all-day campus visit for the students
from XXXX Academy and Coretta Scott King Young Women’s Leadership
Academy who have participated with each of you in the near peer mentoring
program throughout this semester. Form groups to plan to provide a taste of
college life, including a motivational speaker, financial aid workshop, or other
options. ID#9
Example 2: Urban education interns serve as more than “just a teacher.” Identify
a specific inequity in the teaching and learning environment and develop an
advocacy plan to level the playing field in terms of the identified inequity. ID#12
Example 2: Discuss the excerpts from “urban school success” films we viewed in
class. ID #6
Example 3: Watch Dropout Nation (link to film available on Bb) ID #17

Fieldwork
I classified all fieldwork activities under the conceptual approach, “professional
practice, pedagogy and research persona.” Fieldwork activities included:






Public school classroom observations
Tutoring
Participating in a charter school mentor program
Working in a community development organizations from 3 to 10 weeks
Attending a school board meeting as a participant observer
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Walking through a neighborhood to document/describe the physical environment.
Interviewing a community member, a high school student, public, private or
charter school administrator, policy analyst or other individual who is external to
the higher education setting.

Cross Case Analyses
Institution Attributes, Course Objectives, Course Assignments, Core Required Texts
I also conducted cross case analyses to compare similarities and differences, and
identify any additional patterns across these dimensions identified in each approach.
Miles and Huberman (1994) state that comparisons across cases is a useful way to
produce meaningful connections and that commonalities across cases can often contribute
to conditional generalizations. I conducted cross case analyses of institution attributes,
including location, student enrollment, population of location in which the institution is
located, CAEP designation, department or school in which the course was located,
undergraduate or graduate course offering, and Carnegie classification of the institutions.
Further, I used cross case analyses across course objectives, course assignments and core
required texts to identify if and to what extent there was relationship or alignment across
conceptual approaches.

Core Required Texts - Census/Frequency Count
Miles and Huberman also state that the “tactic of counting is not irrelevant”
(p.215). I further triangulated the data contained in the course syllabi by conducting a
census and frequency count of the required texts identified on the syllabi. I created a
spreadsheet that listed each of the required texts by ISBN and tallied the number of times
any of the required books was listed by an institution on the 31 syllabi. It should be noted
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that in addition to required books, each syllabus also contained extensive lists of
supplemental readings. For purposed of this present study I limited my analysis to the
required books only for each course and excluded the supplemental required journal
articles from my review. Table 14 enumerates the required books for each course by
ISBN. Appendix G contains census and frequency count by ISBN and institution name.
Intercoder reliability
To achieve acceptable levels of reliability, a codebook for course objectives was
created based on the pilot study initial codes. The course objectives codebook formed the
basis for the additional codebook for course assignments. To ensure stability of my
results I re-coded the same syllabi numerous times without reviewing my previous coding
sheets. I also met with two COE graduate students to describe the study and
compensated two graduate students for reviewing and coding three of the same syllabi
and one graduate student for subsequent recoding these same three syllabi or 10% of the
documents I had collected. After discussing the coding rules I asked each coder to
independently code three of the same syllabi using the initial codes I established in the
pilot study. By doing this I sought communicative validation or discursive agreement
among the two coders and to mediate subjectivity and enhance credibility (Charmaz
2006). Use of the same categorization matrix facilitated intercoder reliability in textual
analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1994, Hruschka, 2004, MacQueen, 2012). I came to
determine that some codes such as “population density” were unnecessary; other codes
required greater clarity. I continually revised the codebook and deleted codes and merged
some subjects into other codes.
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The value of dialogue cannot be overstated. As we discussed the categorization
matrix and the reasons for the codes we each assigned to the course objectives on the
three syllabi, I increased the explicitness of the categorization matrix and thereby
increased accuracy of the coding process. Ultimately, we all agreed on the codes we had
each assigned to course objectives, disagreeing only on two course objectives listed on
one of the three syllabi in the samples that we each coded. We resolved this one conflict
by carefully explaining our individual understanding of the categorization matrix and
ultimately reached mutual agreement. As I developed more precise definitions and
clarified the coding of text, I decided to use only one additional coder to re-review the
course objectives. I felt comfortable doing so because the coding rules, including
preponderance decisions, were sufficiently elaborated, discussed and clarified. This
iterative process led to strong consistency of coding agreement. Accordingly, I
concluded there was sufficient agreement on the initial coding frame and the emerging
themes to establish acceptable reliability of findings. Appendices X and XX contain the
code books for course objectives and course assignments.

Limitations
This study in no way seeks to standardize pedagogy, neither does it seek to
provide an exhaustive picture of conceptual approaches to introduction to urban
education. Nor does this study explore what professors may actually be teaching apart
from the official curriculum that is reflected in the course objectives. As I identified
conceptual approaches, I sought to in some way “standardize” conceptual approaches
across the units of analysis. It is important to note that requirements and formats for
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syllabi vary from institution to institution and instructor to instructor. Some syllabi were
20 pages in length; others were 8-10 pages; a few were six pages only. These differences
reflect substantial differences in “syllabus” elaboration and could have influenced my
analysis. If I were to replicate this study one important methodological improvement
would be to include interviews with faculty and/or to distribute surveys to instructors to
obtain further information about the syllabus development process. Valuable insights
about introductory course syllabi could be gained from including faculty perspectives,
especially given the different academic disciplines that comprise the field. With regard to
data collection, I was unable to obtain as many samples as I would have preferred;
accordingly, the study is limited by the number of syllabi I was able to collect.
I am not an urban education student. When I entered the Educational Psychology
doctoral program in The College of Education my academic coursework focused on
knowledge transfer, the science of learning, individual differences, psychological factors
that influence the learning environment and the theories of social constructivism that
underpin this study. I approached this research without the benefit of extensive urban
education course work and in some respects the potential for incoherence rendered me an
“outsider” to the field. Although insiders have advantages, insider and outsider are
context-dependent terms, rather than clearly defined categories. I liken my entry point to
that of a newcomer to any field of study; my novice perspective may have limited what I
was able to perceive, yet being an outsider to the field may have held some advantages.
Regardless, rewards have accreted to me through the doing of work that has increased my
capacity for interpretive qualitative inquiry and the meaning-making process.
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Summary
Methods for this study included content analysis of course syllabi to identify
conceptual approaches to teaching foundational and introductory courses in urban
education. Procedures included a review of syllabus course objectives, syllabus
assignments, enumeration of core required texts, census and frequency counts of core
required texts, and cross case analyses of institution attributes, course objectives, course
assignments, and core texts to identify alignment on each dimension. Although the study
of course syllabi does not rise to the threshold of sensitive; I nevertheless, maintained all
documents in a secure file. Findings and my discussion are presented in Chapters Four
and Five.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
This exploratory study examines course syllabi to identify and analyze conceptual
approaches to introductory and foundational courses in urban education. Each conceptual
approach emphasizes different factors associated with the multi-faceted topic of urban
education. In Chapter Three I described the methods by which I identified five
conceptual approaches to the teaching of urban education: 1) schools and the social
order; 2) historical perspectives; 3) education policy analysis; 4) professional practice,
pedagogy and research persona; and 5) teacher as change agent. In this chapter I present
my findings arising from analysis of these data.

Schools and the Social Order
Overview
“Schools and the social order” (SSO) is a conceptual approach concerned primarily
with exposing students to topics that will help them develop socio-cultural, sociohistorical, and socio-political consciousness, with a focus on race and social stratification,
social justice, and systemic educational inequity in public education. This approach also
includes critical race theory and critical pedagogy to varying degree. This major
conceptual approach was identified on the largest group of documents (12 of 31syllabi,
38.7%) Syllabi from schools emphasizing the SSO approach were all situated in large
cities or within 40 miles of major U.S. metropolitan areas. And, in fact, racial difference
and social stratification are acutely observed in these very environments. This suggests
that geography is a factor in the relationship between SSO syllabi topics and the city
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environments in which these institutions are located, (i.e. New York City, Atlanta, San
Diego, Milwaukee, etc).
Interestingly, another attribute of SSO institutions relates to the role of pre-service
teacher education and educator preparation. Only five of the twelve institutions
represented by syllabi under this category offer teacher education programs that are
accredited by the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP). CAEP
accredits teacher preparation programs by carefully examining post-secondary teacher
licensure and certification programs in the United States. More than 670 U.S. institutions
are accredited through CAEP’s rigorous accreditation process. Nine of the SSO schools
carry the prestigious Carnegie Classification of Research University-High Activity,
Research University-Very High, or Doctoral Research. Although these nine institutions
house either departments of education (5) or colleges of education (7), several of these
same institutions are not accredited by CAEP. This finding suggests that SSO schools
may view urban education as a stand-alone topic of importance that is not directly
connected to teacher preparation or that teacher accreditation is not a priority. This
finding also has implications for CAEP accredited schools, many of which do not offer
an offer an introductory course in urban education. Very few of the 670 CAEP
accredited schools list “introduction to urban education” courses in the course catalog
under any department, so it is unknown whether introductory courses in urban education
are part of a required sequence for teacher preparation at CAEP-accredited schools.
Accordingly, it is not known whether introductory courses in urban education are part of
a required sequence for teacher preparation at CAEP-accredited schools. As described in
Chapter Three, as I collected data for this study, I was forced to identify alternatives to
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the CAEP institution lists, and instead referred to listings of member institutions
contained in the Great Cities (formerly the Urban 13); the Coalition of Urban and
Metropolitan Universities; Carnegie Classification sorted listings of RUVH, RUH, DR
and MCU category institutions. I also conducted internet searches by “course title” to
identify institutions.
With regard to student enrollment, the numbers vary among SSO institutions with
SSO syllabi identified at small private liberal arts colleges, large private and large public
institutions, with proximity to cities. Seven (58.3%) of the SSO syllabi are associated
with courses taught in public institutions with student enrollment ranging from 27,000 to
more than 65,000. Five SSO syllabi are from private institutions where enrollment
ranges from 2,904 students to 14,769. Two of those five syllabi are from small private
liberal arts institutions with total enrollments of 2,904 and 5,808. As well, two of the five
syllabi (ID#3, ID#28) are from private-liberal arts colleges in the Jesuit tradition, that is,
colleges that focus on “justice at all levels, service learning, academics and community
work.” This finding suggests a connection between large enrollment public colleges to
SSO issues and also suggests that SSO concerns may be of greater relevance to these
particular small private liberal arts colleges because of their proximity to cities. Table 2
summarizes selected SSO institution attributes of SSO course syllabi.
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Table 2 – Schools and the Social Order: Institution Attributes,
ID#
1

CAEP
N

Public/Private
Private

Enrollment
5,808

Region
NE

Where course resides
Education Program (und)

Carnegie
RUVH

3

Y

Public

40,131

W

College of Education (und)

MCU

5

Y

Private

2,904

NE

BLA

Y

Private

14,769

S

16

N

Private

53,771

MA

19

N

Public

65,512

MA

22

N

Public

36,204

W

23

N

Public

31,502

W

24

N

Public

27,589

MW

Department of Education
(und)
Division of Educational
Studies (grad)
Sch. of Cult., Ed. &
Human.Dev. (grad)
Department of Urban
Education (grad)
Graduate School of
Education (und)
Department of Education
Studies (und)
College of Education (und)

6

28

N

Private

10,172

NW

School of Education (und)

DR

29

Y

Public

31,964

S

College of Education (grad)

RUVH

30

Y

Public

28,042

MW

School of Education (grad)

RU/H

RUVH
RUVH
RUH
RUVH
RUVH
RUVH

Schools and the Social Order - Course Objectives
Course objectives in the SSO cluster foreground the salience of racial ideology
and social stratification as prime considerations. As mentioned in Chapter Three,
although each of the 31 syllabi analyzed in this study contained course objectives
associated with schools and the social order, the twelve syllabi classified as schools and
the social order (SSO) focus exclusively on these topics. Without exception the course
objectives in the SSO cluster contain framing statements that focus on the structure of
race and class inequality and the socio-political and socio-cultural as forces that shape the
urban context and urban education. Example: A core focus of this class will be to
examine how race and class stratification are perpetuated. To this end, we will examine
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relationships between the education system, workplace, family and community. ID#29.
Or “This course examines the development of race and class stratification in education
systems and asks how schools, families, and communities perpetuate race and class
inequality” ID #19 In this manner, the SSO course objectives serve to not only guide
students, but also to present urban education as a problem that needs resolution. Since
the development of course objectives are a critical first step in syllabus design, the
language contained in the course objectives seems to offer up reasons for the problems
that plague metropolitan schools.
In addition to emphasizing the socio-political context of inner-city schooling, the
centrality of racial inequality illustrates the strong influence of critical race theory evident
in SSO course objectives: “This course will examine the underlying causes that
contribute to de-humanization and marginalization of those presumed to be at fault; and
consider how certain macro level trends influence the quality of life at the local level.
We will analyze the ways boundaries related to race, class, culture and language
influence perceptions of social problems.” ID#16. This language suggests to students
that urban education is a provocative topic at the very least; this course objective could
suggest that an Intro to Urban Education course and a course titled “Intro to Race and
Racism in America” share much in common. By using language that focuses so squarely
on race and class issues, SSO course objectives in this group of syllabi ask students to
concentrate on race and class exclusively, and to thereby view urban education through
very particular lenses of race and class. Rather than position urban education as a
complex system with many contributing factors, the course objectives in the SSO
conceptual approach appear to place boundaries on the range of meanings by which
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urban education is defined. The fixed narrative of SSO course objectives could also
reinforce the idea that urban education can be synthesized into a collective phenomenon
emerging exclusively from race and social stratification. For example, one SSO course
objective contains statements that presume students enter the course with negative views
about “urban education: “The goal of this course is to help you understand the realities of
urban schools and to help you unpack the various ways urban schools are represented
and perceived, including the consequences of our biases against urban education. You
will walk away from this course understanding the factors that shape the urban context
and the complex interplay between reality and perceptions that affects public discussions
about urban education.” ID#5. Another SSO course objective suggests that educational
inequity is a direct result of racial discrimination and social stratification: “This course
will explore social, economic and political issues with an emphasis on issues of race and
class as they have affected the distribution of equal educational opportunities in urban
schools.” ID#24. In connecting structural racism and social stratification to educational
opportunities i.e. resources, this course objective essentially states that inequitable
resource allocation in schools is caused by structural racism and class stratification. It
was not possible to determine whether SSO course objectives reflect faculty interest,
department philosophy, college and institutional goals or a combination of these factors.

Schools and the social order - Assignments
Assignments are also an important component of course syllabi. Within the SSO
conceptual approach, course assignments emphasize the socio-political and economic
context, social stratification, and resource allocation. The12-syllabi SSO cluster
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contained 139 course assignments; 75 (53.9%) assignments focused on topics
specifically associated with schools and the social order. This finding could simply
reflect the multi-faceted prongs that comprise urban education as well as the permeable
boundaries among approaches identified in this analysis. This finding could also reflect
the degree of alignment between between SSO course assignments and the SSO learning
outcomes.
Overall, the SSO cluster assignments ask students to thoughtfully consider their
relationship to race, racism, and poverty as well as to consider the impact of race, racism
and poverty to structural economic inequality, and discrimination. Consider the
following examples that highlight race, class, gender and poverty: “Write a position
paper that reflects how your race, class, and/or sex has impacted your education
opportunities, experience and outcomes, including how these factors have had positive,
negative, or no implications as you have navigated the education system. ID#1

“The

weekly paper assignment will help to demonstrate your understanding of different
theoretical positions and their impact on teaching and its social outcomes. You will
submit weekly summaries and analyses from the readings on the following topics:
overview of schooling and education; education as cultural transmission; social structure
and education; socialization and progress; legitimation and reproduction; school life;
education and societal inequality; transformational education; transformational
educators ID#5 Such assignments and activities contextualize urban education through
the lens of racial discrimination and economic deprivation and suggest that urban
education is situated at the intersection of both.
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Fieldwork as a course assignment was identified on seven (58.3%) of the 12 SSO
syllabi; three of those seven SSO-Fieldwork schools are CAEP accredited institutions.
This finding suggests that in these SSO-CAEP accredited institutions, fieldwork
assignments in the P-12 classroom are the purview of other educator preparation courses.
In fact, only one SSO-CAEP institution syllabus requires students to conduct fieldwork
specifically in an elementary classroom setting. “Students must complete 20 hours of
classroom observation - participation at a public elementary school. Fifteen hours must
be conducted in the classroom and arranged with the teacher at a school assigned to you
by the college. The other five hours will be completed in and around the school and
recorded in your fieldwork reflection assignments.” ID#3. Fieldwork in the classroom
may or may not be appropriate for an introduction to urban education course; this finding
for the SSO conceptual approach suggests that fieldwork in the urban schools is not a
priority in this approach and that urban education should be viewed as a problem with
primarily structural origins only.
Other fieldwork examples on SSO syllabi included a wide range of activities that
occur inside and outside of the urban classroom. Two SSO syllabi contained assignments
that ask students to either tutor, assist a classroom teacher, guidance counselor or
administrator in a school. One can reasonably assume that such assignments are designed
to provide students with practical experience at an urban school. In the following
assignment, the instructor asks students to engage with activities and interactions within
schools, perhaps to observe race and social stratification in schools. Examples: “All
students will engage in a field project practicum at XXXX High School. Your field
project could include tutoring, serving as a TA, serving as an assistant to a guidance
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counselor or administrator, or serving as a student mentor. The goal of this assignment is
to provide you with practical experience in working with an urban school. ID#16 till other
SSO syllabi assignments feature socio-cultural aspects of youth in community by asking
students to volunteer at an “instructor approved” community organization that serves
children and youth. Such assignments seem designed to help students make connections
between urban education and actual urban contexts: “Students are required to spend a
minimum of eight hours volunteering in an organization that serves urban youth.
Students are expected to communicate pertinent observations in the fieldwork writing
assignments and to participate in reflective discussions in class.” ID#28. “All students
must complete 30 hours of fieldwork at a community organization in Chicago. Students
will individually complete a 5-7 page “anthropological” investigative report on the
community where fieldwork is completed.” ID#24
Although schools and the social order are highlighted in the prior two assignment
examples, a more comprehensive exploration of social context and the social order is
featured in the following fieldwork assignment that asks students to perform “thick”
description of selected environments of P-12 students’ lives in a given neighborhood.
“For your community project your group will visit a metro XXXX, inspect physical
spaces, conduct personal interviews with residents, visit with community organizations
and present your findings to your classmates. Your visits to communities in metro XXX
will help you learn more about students’ lives outside of the classroom. ID#6. One can
presume that this SSO “anthropological” assignment is designed to help students reflect
upon the socio-cultural context in which urban education resides.” Appendix XX
contains syllabi assignments classified by individual syllabus and conceptual approach.
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Schools and the social order – Core Required Texts
Required texts are among the most fundamental tools used in introductory and
foundational courses.

Titles of SSO core required texts also provide insight into the

SSO conceptual approach. In SSO syllabi, the required texts offer up personal stories,
ethnography, economics, policy studies, historical perspectives and sociological works
that contribute to the construction of meaning in urban education courses. Presumably,
required titles on SSO syllabi represent professorial and/or departmental choices; such
texts illustrate what faculty consider to be important for students to consider.
Many texts seem to share a common theme; a review of titles suggests a strong
relationship between inequity, race and racial isolation to urban education. Based on the
titles alone, it seems reasonable to infer that in the SSO conceptual approach students will
examine various aspects of poverty, social stratification, economic inequity and structural
racism. Titles such as Shame of the nation: The Restoration of Apartheid Schooling in
America; Our America: Life and Death on the South side of Chicago; Categorically
Unequal: the American stratification system; and So Much Reform, So Little Change:
The Persistence of Failure in urban schools, were identified on more than one of the 12
SSO syllabi. Not surprisingly, these titles speak also to structural racism, discrimination
and the social order associated with urban education. It is entirely reasonable to assume
that words such as apartheid, unequal, stratification, persistence and failure might send
to any reader, a pessimistic message about schools and the social order. Table 3 contains
a list of required texts listed on SSO syllabi.
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Schools and the social order – Core Required Texts
Table 3 – Schools and the Social Order
Required titles listed on more than one SSO syllabus
Author(s)
Darling-Hammond, L.

Title
The flat world and education: How America’s commitment to
equity will determine our future.

ID#
1, 19, 22

Anyon, J.

Radical possibilities: Public policy, urban education and a
new social movement
Ghetto schooling: A political economy of urban education
reform

6, 30

Jones, L& Newman, L.

Our America: Life and death on the southside of Chicago

16, 24

Tyack, D.

The one best system: A history of American urban education

23, 29

Payne, C.

So much reform, so little change: The persistence of failure in
urban schools.
Shame of the nation: The restoration of apartheid schooling in
America

5, 22

Tatum, B.

Why are all the black kids sitting together in the cafeteria?

3, 22

Handler, J. &
Hasenfield, Y.
Noguera, P.

Blame welfare, ignore poverty and inequality.

23, 30

City schools and the American dream

16, 22

Way, N.

Everyday courage: The lives and stories of urban teenagers

1, 5

Carter, P.

Keepin’ it real: School success beyond black and white

19

Eaton, S.

The children in room E-4: American education on trial

1

Lareau, A.

Unequal childhoods: Race, class and family life

1

MacLeod, J

1

Oakes, J.

Ain’t no makin’it: Aspirations and attainment in a low
income neighborhood
Keeping track: How schools structure inequality

Rury, J.

Urban education in the United States: A historical reader

30

Glaeser, E.

Triumph of the city: How our greatest invention makes us
richer, smarter, greener, healthier, and happier
Hope and despair in the American city: Why there are no bad
schools in Raleigh
Black identities: West Indian immigrant dreams and
American realities
Categorically unequal: The American stratification system
City kids, city schools: more reports from the front row

3

Anyon, J.

Kozol, J.

Grant, G.
Waters, M.
Massey, D.
Ayers, W., LadsonBillings, Michie, G.,
Noguera, P.

5, 16

5, 6

6

5
19
28
28
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Historical Perspective
Overview
A second conceptual approach, historical perspective (HP), was identified on
three of the 31 syllabi (9.6%). HP syllabi examine urban education in terms of its earliest
contexts, that is, the HP syllabi focus on the historical conditions out of which urban
education arises. Again, it is important to note that 1) all of the syllabi contained features
of schools and the social order and 2) boundaries among these five conceptual
approaches are permeable. That said, notable distinctions emerged as I examined the
course objectives in the historical perspective approach. It should be further noted that I
identified only three schools under the HP conceptual approach. While the
methodological literature indicates there is no ideal number of cases for this type of
analysis, some qualitative researchers suggest that a number between four and 10 will
suffice (Eisenhardt, 1989).
It is interesting to note that only one of the three HP institutions is located in
commuting distance of a major metropolitan area; the remaining two HP schools are
located 80 and 50 miles from a major metropolitan area respectively. The largest
population of the town or city in which the three HP institutions are located is 278,000;
the other HP cities boast populations of 200,000 and 48,000. Student enrollment
(graduate and undergraduate at the three HP (ID #2, ID #15, ID #18) institutions is 8,619;
50,000; and 11,000 respectively. As stated in Chapter 1, although the influx of lowincome students to suburban public schools has begun to pry loose the real and imagined
boundaries between the words urban and suburban, the location of HP schools as close to
but not within large cities may influence the HP lens, suggesting that traditional
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perceptions about space and place might influence the HP conceptual lens. The HP
historical lens emphasizes “distal” causes and HP institutions are located close to but not
within large cities as are SSO institutions. This difference in geography and demography
might also provide the “space” that permits additional mediating factors to be included in
the HP conceptual approach
With regard to educator preparation, at present, none of the three HP institutions
are CAEP-accredited. One of the three HP institutions (ID#15) houses a comprehensive
college of education and one HP institution contains an education program (ID #2). The
campus of the third and remaining HP institution (ID#18) houses a “department of urban
education” that offers no undergraduate teaching preparation and offers a Master of Arts
in Teaching History in conjunction with another separate institution. These findings
suggest that faculty who teach urban education at these HP institutions might represent
disciplinary perspectives other than education, (anthropology, economics, history,
political science, psychology, and sociology) in fact, HP ID#18 offers coursework that
prepares pre-service teachers. Table 4 summarizes selected HP institution attributes.

Table 4 – Historical Perspective: Institution Attributes,
ID#
2

CAEP
N

Public/Private
Private

Enrollment
8,848

Region
Northeast

15

N

Public

50,085

Midwest

18

N

Public

11,804

MidAtlantic

Where course resides
Education Program
(und and grad)
College of Education
(grad)
Dept. of Urban
Education (grad)

Carnegie
RUVH
MCU
BLA
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Historical Perspective - Course Objectives
The lens of the HP conceptual approach positions urban education as a
phenomenon to be examined by uncovering details about past events and the contexts in
which these events occurred. This somewhat “journalistic” lens refers to the history of
the American educational system and focuses on the history of policies that undergird
public education. The following two HP course objective emphasize factual historical
developments of urban education. This course examines the history of urban education
in the United States and provides an historical foundation to understand education policy
today. (ID #18). In this advanced undergraduate and graduate seminar we will explore
city schools and their urban contexts over time, including changes in governance,
curriculum, demographics and resources over the 20th century (ID #2) Although all HP
course objectives focused on history, some HP course objectives suggested that analyzing
past developments and historical moments fully explain the current state of schools and
education. By using an historical perspective lens, the foregoing HP course objectives
position urban education as a “story to be told” with emphasis on the how and why of
certain historical developments. One HP syllabus focused on examining the change in
public perceptions of public education from good to not-good:” The primary goal of this
class is to historicize and contextualize contemporary urban education. We will explore
how schools have changed from being viewed as the best in the nation to “problems” to
be solved.” (ID #15).
In addition, one HP course objective stated clearly that the key to solving current
problems in American education lies in analyzing specific historical events: “…As David
Tyack has argued, history is a source of insight rather than something to be overcome.
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This course provides opportunity through assignments, to refer to actual historical
examples when discussing controversies and perspectives. (ID #15) The foregoing
course objective suggests to students that solutions lie in examining the past.

Historical Perspective - Assignments
Not surprisingly, some HP syllabus assignments focused on past events,
developments and contexts. Of the 19 assignments identified on the three HP syllabi, I
classified approximately one-third (31.5%) or six assignments as HP focused
assignments. The following HP assignment asks students to choose what they believe are
major events in a particular time frame of fifty year-segments. Select from one of these
four time periods: Founding of America – 1850, 1850 – 1900, 1900 – 1950, 1950 –
present. Highlight major events and provide a one sentence claim about why and how
each event you have chosen impacted the development of urban education. Include
citations. We will compile each group’s highlights into an overall history and
development of urban education timeline. (ID #15) The foregoing assignment asks
individual students to choose events that personally resonate with him or her. Doing so
underscores the notion that recorded history and historical perspective comprises both
subjective and objective realities and helps to dismantle the notion that there is one
single, and uniform collective “history.” The HP course assignments also reflect the
perspective that many different interpretations can arise from one single topic. Another
HP assignment asks students to examine a particular topic: Write three blog posts about
one of the following class topics: The Rise of the Industrial City; Progressive Reform,
north and south before Brown; Origins of the urban crisis: deindustrialization and
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discrimination; School desegregation and the struggle for education equity; The
possibilities and limits of urban school reform as seen from the ground; Education equity
across the divided metropolis since the 1960’s; The continued salience of residential
segregation; Neo-liberal strategies in urban education reform; Cities and schools,
present and future. (ID#2) These topics are clearly intended to focus the students on
past issues of race and education inequity; however, by focusing on past issues of racial
and education inequity, the complexity of urban education emerge as a “slow boil of
events” rendering these issues as somewhat less provocative. Perhaps the HP assignments
emphasis on the past mechanisms that influence labor markets, residential segregation
and school desegregation further encourages students to distance themselves from
contemporary conditions.
Finally, it’s interesting to note that although three of the 19 HP assignments were
classified under the category “professional practice, pedagogy, and research persona”
none of these HP assignments relate directly to instruction or require fieldwork of any
kind. Nor did any of the HP assignments ask students to view historical drama, biopics or
other media. This suggests that HP syllabi exclusively emphasize exploration of
historical contexts through reading and discussing a range of diverse historical texts.

Historical Perspective – Core Required Texts
The HP lens approaches urban education as a phenomenon that pulls from many
different traditions, emphasizing that an understanding of past mechanisms and policies is
essential if one is to understand contemporary urban education. In order to do so, the core
required texts ask students to construct meaning from a disparate group of colliding
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stories about the past. A key element of the HP core required texts is an emphasis on
distal “causes.” Many HP titles are stories of the development of school desegregation,
residential segregation, roots of ethnic prejudice, and American industrialization.
Some of the same “classic” texts identified in SSO course syllabi were identified
also on HP syllabi. These include Dennis Massey’s Categorically Unequal, David
Tyack’s, The One Best System, Charles Payne’s So Much Reform, So Little Change, and
Jean Anyon’s Ghetto Schooling. However, most HP core required texts focus exclusively
on the past and underscore its importance in understanding the present. HP core required
texts titles also conjure up a history of U.S. public education that is fraught with conflict
and disagreement. Titles of HP texts promise to examine social and economic and social
progress, including the indentured servitude of Irish, Italian and other ethnic immigrants.
The titles also document how attempts at school and residential desegregation were found
wanting. Much like the HP course objectives, the HP core required texts highlight past
“distant” causes of disparities in educational opportunity. Here again, the difference in
conceptual approach lies with emphasis - SSO core required texts emphasize metamechanisms or structures; HP required texts focus on a variety of antecedents and
mechanisms that have perpetuated educational inequity. Table Five summarizes the core
required texts on HP syllabi.

Historical Perspective – Core Required Texts
Table 5 – Historical Perspective - Required titles listed on HP syllabi
Author(s)
Massey,D;&
Massey, N...
Massey, D.
Sugrue, T.
Tyack, D.

Title
American Apartheid: Segregation and the Making of the Underclass..

ID#
2, 15

Categorically Unequal: The American Stratification system
The origins of the urban crisis: Race and Inequality in Post-war Detroit
The One Best System: A History of American Urban Education

2, 15
2, 15
2
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Table 5 – Historical Perspective - Required titles listed on HP syllabi
Author(s)
Cucchiara, M.
Spencer, J. P.
Katz, M.
Mirel., J.
Ryan, J.E.
Payne, C.
Jacobs, G.
Anyon, J.

Title
Marketing Schools, Marketing Cities: Who wins and who loses when
schools become urban amenities
In the Crossfire: Marcus Foster and the troubled history of American
school reform.
Why don’t American Cities Burn?
Rise & Fall of an Urban School System
Five Miles Away, A World Apart: One city, two schools, and the story of
educational opportunity
So much reform, so little change: the persistence of failure in urban
schools
Getting Around Brown: Desegregation, development and the Columbus
public schools
Ghetto Schooling; A Political Economy of Urban Education Reform

ID#
2
2
2
2
2
15
18
18
18

Neckerman, K.

The Elusive Ideal: Equal opportunity and the federal role in Boston’s
public schools.
Schools Betrayed: Roots of Failure in inner-city education

Rury, J.

Urban Education in the United States

18

Perlmann, J.

18

Perlstein, D.

Ethnic differences: Schooling and social structure among the Irish,
Italians, Jews and Blacks.
Justice, Justice: School politics and the eclipse of liberalism

Ravitch, D.

Left back: A century of battles over school reform

Stewart-Wells, A.

Both sides now: The story of school desegregation’s graduates

Reese, W.

Power and the promise of school reform: Grassroots movements during
the progressive era

Nelson, A.

18

18

18
18
18

In summary, the HP conceptual approach highlights the notion that a variety of
different and distal factors affect the current state of urban education. that have led to the
current status of public education in metropolitan areas. In contrast, the SSO conceptual
approach highlights the salience of racial inequity and social stratification as structural
phenomena or central organizing factors. Both SSO and HP conceptual approaches focus
on past events and past inequalities (HP) and current structural conditions (SSO) as root
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causes of the problems that plague public education in urban areas. And, both SSO and
HP conceptual approaches reinforce foundational rather than “surface” causes. One
implication of these findings is that only fundamental rather than end-user interventions
will lead to fundamental changes in educational outcomes.

Education Policy Analysis
Overview
A third conceptual approach, education policy analysis (EPA), was identified in
four of the 31 (12.9%) introductory course syllabi. EPA syllabi focused on public policy:
the study of how and why governments and governing bodies pursue specific courses of
action, in this instance, with regard to public education. Once again, as mentioned in
each of the foregoing analyses, boundaries are fluid among these approaches and
SSO topics are reflected in each of the 31 course syllabi. The chief distinction is the EPA
emphasis on impact of federal, state and regional regulations on public schooling.
Accordingly, analyses of a variety of public policies is paramount in the EPA conceptual
approach.
Three of the four EPA institutions are private universities and each of the EPA
institution houses a college of education in which the EPA course resides. Institutions in
the EPA cluster have enrollments that range from 13,505 to 41,477 and each EPA school
is classified under the Carnegie rubric as either RUH or RUVH. Three of the four EPA
institutions are CAEP-accredited; however, the intro to urban education course is offered
at the graduate level only. Admission to three of the four EPA institutions is considered
highly selective, and; with the exception of one school, each of the EPA institutions is
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located in a smaller city that ranges in population from 181,376 to 318,562. These
findings suggest that CAEP accreditation is an important priority at these EPA
institutions. It is also interesting to note that each of the four EPA institutions houses
either separate colleges or separate programs of public policy. These findings suggest
that the EPA conceptual approach could be influenced by input from the disciplines of
economics, sociology, political science, law and others. Table 6 summarizes selected
institution attributes of EPA institutions.
Table 6 – Education Policy Analysis – Institution Attributes
ID#
8

CAEP
Y

Public/Private
Public

Enrollment
41,477

Region
Southeast

Where course resides
College of Ed – grad

10

N

Private

21,000

Northeast

College of Ed - grad)

RUVH

13

Y

Private

15,902

Midwest

College of Ed – und

RUH

20

Y

Private

13,505

Midwest

College of Ed – grad

Carnegie
RUVH

RUH

Education Policy Analysis - Course Objectives
Course objectives in the EPA cluster focus on the analysis of federal, state and
regional policies that directly affect urban school districts, schools, and classrooms.
Further, the statements in EPA course objectives suggest that much of what occurs in
urban districts and schools is not determined by district policy exclusively. Rather, the
wording of EPA course objectives implies that conditions in city schools are largely
shaped by housing, zoning, and immigration regulations that are not directly related to
education per se. The following excerpts from two different EPA course objectives
reflect this focus on policy and refer specifically to policies that influence decision
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making in urban school districts: “We will study urban school dynamics in the context of
housing policies, demographic trends, federal education mandates, education history
economic inequality, organizational culture, teacher education and school reform
initiatives.” ID#20. And “…Some of the most profound effects on urban schools have
resulted from decisions that were not about education at all including immigration,
housing and zoning regulations. By the end of this course, students will be able to
explain the complexities beneath seemingly simple decisions and evaluate policies and
practices in urban schools.” ID #10. Another goal of the EPA course objectives is the
development of the learner’s ability to analyze and synthesize policy as illustrated in the
following course objective: “This course explores education policy in urban public
school systems and examines how urban education has been shaped by the political,
social and economic context of cities. Students will develop specific knowledge of urban
school systems and to hone their analytic skills in the area of policy analysis and
synthesis.” ID #8. Or, “ the specific goals of this course are to help students gain factual
knowledge about major policies and practices, how policies manifest in urban districts
and classrooms, to help students analyze policies and practices in urban schools and to
apply knowledge to understand and act upon issues.ID#13.
These findings suggest that the EPA lens positions urban schools as political
contexts in which problems are to be viewed as a consequence of the political factors that
influence law-making on regional, state and federal levels. The clear implication of EPA
course objectives is that racial and economic inequality in public schools are the result of
federal, state, and regional policies arising from a wide variety of factors including
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policies that affect labor markets, the economy, real estate zoning, immigration, and
transportation.

Education Policy Analysis - Assignments
While many assignments in the EPA cluster focused on public policy analysis,
these same assignments do not focus exclusively on education policy. Rather, many
assignments in the EPA syllabi cluster focus on a wide range of public policies that affect
public education. Of 38 assignments identified on the EPA syllabi cluster, more than
half 57.8, or 22 of 38 syllabus assignments asked students to evaluate macro-policies, the
economic contexts of cities, school reform, city governance and policies related to
centralization and decentralization of operating authority in schools and school districts.
The following EPA assignment, for example, asks students to synthesize weekly readings
and analyze policies: “Write two one-page, single spaced policy analysis papers from
the readings which are based on the following topics: remind yourself who argues what
and why: a) segregation and desegregation; b) school finance, c) student identity and
curricular access, d) teacher quality; e) centralization and decentralization, f) inequities
beyond school.” (ID#10) The foregoing assignment exhorts students to “do the heavy
lifting” necessary to analyze the weekly readings and to identify who argues what and
why. (ID#10). This finding suggests that the conceptual approach of EPA syllabi includes
a focus on the student’s ability to frame the topic of urban education by “doing analysis”
but also suggests that municipal and social policies affect urban schools.
Another EPA syllabus assignment walks students through the steps necessary to
analyze a public school district using quantitative measures: “Prepare a report that
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provides a quantitative portrait of your public school district. Your report should include
how many schools and what type, how much is spent on instruction, administration, and
teacher salaries. Also include how much is allocated to general education, gifted
education, special education, English language learners, etc. Your report should
illustrate the proportion and origin of resources and whether such resources are federal,
state, or local. What and in what percentage are the major sources of revenue? Is it
property taxes, sales taxes or income taxes? What is the extent of private contributions
from corporations, foundations, and parents? What are the demographics of the
students, include age, immigrant, educational needs, etc. Also include key indicators of
student performance in elementary, middle and high school. What are the achievement
gaps, if any? Include a comparison with other urban districts and/or the nation as a
whole using the above indicators. There is no limit on the number of tables or graphs;
however, your narrative should be no more than 3-5 pages, double-spaced”( ID#8) The
foregoing EPA assignment focuses on conducting individual case studies that might help
students view urban education as a broader political and economic problem.
Although only one EPA syllabus contained fieldwork assignments, the field
assignments in that one syllabus were extensive. Students were asked to conduct four
visits to schools (two public schools, two charter schools) and to attend a school board
meeting. “Your school visit reflection paper should connect directly to what you
observed during the school visit; please be as explicit as possible. Answer the following
guiding questions? What did you notice about the curriculum at this school? What forms
of capital did you observe and how did you recognize it? How did school #2
resemble/differ from school#1 How did school #4 differ from school #3? (ID#13)
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This school board assignment also required a reflection paper: “Your board
meeting visit is scheduled for XX/XX/XXXX and begins at 10:30 a.m. You may also view
the webcast of the meeting, accessible at www.url. Watch the entire webcast. Include
answers to the following guiding questions in your reflection paper: How did you see
XXX school board’s governance manifested? What forms of capital did you see during
this board meeting and how did you recognize it/them? (ID#13). In this EPA assignment,
situating students in public and charter schools and at a school board meeting, places the
education contexts front and center, suggesting that is important for policy analysts to
experience the immediate contexts in which certain education public policy is conceived
and the environments in which these public policies are enacted.

Education Policy Analysis – Core Required Texts
Many core required texts identified with conceptual approaches described earlier
in this chapter appear also as core required texts in the Education Policy Analysis (EPA)
syllabi cluster. Viewed through the EPA lens, the core required texts shed light on which
constructs and relationships to focus. Because the five conceptual approaches identified
in this study are classified on the basis of what is emphasized in each approach, by
extension, what is emphasized in EPA course objectives and syllabus assignments will
also likely be reflected in what students should consider most relevant in the texts.
Many titles identified on EPA syllabi call to mind a somewhat cynical and bleak
perspective of public education efficacy, such as Charles Payne’s So Much Reform, So
Little Change: The persistence of failure in urban schools; Jeannie Oakes, Keeping
Track: How schools structure inequality; and Jay MacLeod’s Ain’t no Makin’ it:
Aspirations and attainment in a low income neighborhood; Annette Lareau’s Unequal
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Childhoods: Race, class and family life. However, some EPA core text titles seemed to
reflect a slightly more hopeful or positive tone. Consider EPA core required titles such as
Edward Glaeser’s Triumph of the City: How our greatest invention makes us richer,
smarter, greener, healthier, and happier; and Jean Anyon’s, Radical Possibilities:
Public Policy: Urban education and a new social movement.
If not reflecting a hopeful tone, some EPA titles contained words that seem
designed to elicit a more emotionally neutral response from the reader: David Tyack’s
The One Best System: A history of American urban education, Gerald Grant’s Hope and
Despair in the American City: Why there are no bad schools in Raleigh; and Maia
Cucchiara’s, Marketing Schools, Marketing Cities: Who wins and who loses when
schools become urban amenities.
The EPA conceptual approach positions the multi-faceted drivers of urban
education as a set of interacting and diverse public policies. In so doing, the EPA
conceptual lens suggests that macro-public policies often reinforce education inequity
and sometimes may lead to unintended negative effects in urban education in America.
Table 7 summarizes the core required texts identified on EPA syllabi.

Table 7 – Education Policy Analysis - Required titles listed on EPA syllabi
Author(s)
Grant, G.

ID#
10, 20

Inman, R.

Title
Hope and despair in the American city: Why there are no bad
schools in Raleigh.
So much reform, so little change: The persistence of failure in urban
schools
Triumph of the city: How our greatest invention makes us richer,
smarter, greener, healthier, and happier
Making cities work: Prospects and policies for urban America

Tyack, D..

The one best system: A history of American urban education

10

Payne, C.
Glaeser, E.

10, 20
8
8
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Table 7 – Education Policy Analysis - Required titles listed on EPA syllabi
Author(s)
Hochschild, J.,
Scovronick, N.
Kahlenberg, R.

Title
The American dream and the public schools

ID#
10

The future of school integration

10

Eaton, S.

The children in Room E4: American education on trial

10

Lareau, A.

Unequal Childhoods: Race, class and family life

13

Noguera, P.

The trouble with black boys..and other reflections on race, equity,
and the future of public education.
Bad teacher: How blaming teachers distorts the bigger picture

13

Marketing schools, marketing cities: Who wins and who loses when
schools become urban amenities
Radical possibilities: Public policy, urban education and a new
social movement
Ain’t no makin’it: Aspirations and attainment in a low-income
neighborhood
Findingi Superman: Debaiting the future of public education in
America
Organizing schools for improvement: Lessons from Chicago

13

Kumashiro,K.
Cucchiara, M.
Anyon, J.
MacLeod, J.
Swail, S.
Bryk, A.S., Sebring, P.,
Allensworth, E.,
Luppscu, E., Easton, J.

13

20
20
20
20

In summary, the EPA conceptual approach examines the impact of a variety of
public policies on the current status of urban education. EPA syllabi focus on the
intersection of federal, state, and local regulations as the under pinning of the current
state of public education in American cities. Although SSO, HP and EPA conceptual
approaches highlight systems, events, and the macro environment, the key feature of the
EPA conceptual approach is the foregrounding of public policies as primary mediating
mechanisms in urban education.
As mentioned previously, boundaries across the SSO, HP, and EPA approaches
are somewhat fluid, implying that the three approaches are interrelated and
complementary. Although SSO, HP, and EPA approaches all focus on the distal causes,
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and macro structural phenomena using a macro lens, each approach emphasizes these
factors to varying degree.

Professional Practice, Pedagogy and Research Persona
Overview
A fourth conceptual approach identified in these introductory course syllabi
highlights the importance of professional practice, pedagogy and individual research
persona (PPP). In contrast to the three approaches previously discussed, the PPP
conceptual lens moves from the macro environment to hone in on the teaching
profession in particular, including developing educator practice and learning ways to
become a more skilled practitioner; one who fully understands that educator actions
affect students and multiple constituencies associated with the learning environment.
Although PPP course objectives contained SSO statements, PPP syllabi also include
statements that feature the teacher in situ, instructional strategies, curriculum
development, classroom management, youth engagement, involvement with families, and
community relations.
Six syllabi (19.3%) are associated with the PPP cluster. Five of the six PPP
institutions are public universities that boast student enrollments that range from 9,567 to
32,500, and each of those five public universities house colleges of education that offer
coursework that leads to teacher certification. At present, two of the six PPP institutions
are accredited by CAEP and only one of the six PPP institutions is classified as a
Research University – Very High. Finally, although only one of the six PPP institutions
is a small, private, liberal arts college, each PPP institution is located in or within 10
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miles of a large US city with populations that range from 603,488 to 8 million. These
findings reflect institutional responses to the ongoing shortage of qualified public school
teachers in these locations and suggests that PPP institutions are a primary cultivation site
for the recruitment and training of public school teachers. The importance of educator
training in these highly populated regions suggests that geography might influence these
institutional responses to local needs/priorities as reflected in the PPP conceptual
approach at these colleges. Consequently, pedagogy, pre-service educator training
practice and the research function are likely a reflection of institutional priorities. Table
8 summarizes key attributes of PPP institutions.

Table 8 – Professional practice, pedagogy & research persona - Institution Attributes
ID#
4

CAEP
Y

Public/Private
Public

Enrollment
21, 309

Region
Mid-atlantic.

Where course resides
School of Ed. – grad

Carnegie
MCU

11

N

Public

9,364

Midwest

School of Ed. – grad

RUVH

12

Y

Public

32,500

Southeast

College of Ed. – und.

MCU

14

N

Public

7,787

Midwest

School of Urban Ed – grad

MCU

21

N

Private

1,534

Mid-atlantic

Dept. of Ed. Studies – und

BC

25

N

Public

28,515

West

College of Ed – grad

RUH

Professional Practice, Pedagogy, Research Persona - Course Objectives
Overall, the course objectives on the six PPP syllabi emphasize the role of the teacher as
practitioner, the development of ones skill/expertise as a teacher, and teaching as a
profession. Much like the SSO, HP, EPA conceptual approaches, PPP course objectives
contain references to the wider macro environment but to a far lesser degree. The PPP
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lens highlights the teaching profession and the individual locus of control; this extends to
the pre-service teacher and/or the undergraduate or graduate student as researcher.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, it is important to note that in many instances, at first
glance, course objectives and course assignments on all course syllabi appear to meet the
criteria for more than one theme. In fact, with regard to the PPP syllabi cluster, SSO
statements were very much evident in the course objective statements. The key
distinction is that PPP course objectives also included references to curriculum
development, classroom management, instructional approaches, educator preparation,
teacher candidacy, critical thinking, and, research skills. Course objectives in the SSO
cluster did not contain specific references to such topics.
All PPP course objectives included statements about pre-service teachers in the
urban setting. SomePPP course objectives also referred explicitly to the relationship
between critical thinking and academic research. The following PPP course objective
from the only RUVH classified institution in the PPP cluster, mentions the urban
environment, yet, the focus is the academic research persona.or the student as a future
scholar: This course will help you learn to write in an academic fashion, practice your
understandings and present at public hearings like academic conferences. This course is
designed to deepen your understanding of urban society and to increase your
understanding of how to think critically and sociologically about urban education and its
social context.” (ID#11).
The following PPP course objective refers to the importance of critical thinking
but also directly links SSO themes to teacher candidacy and teaching standards. Doing
so positions urban education through the lens of teaching practice: “Students who
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become aware of partiality in conceiving an issue and the need to evaluate ideas in terms
of consequences and not dogmatically, are more likely to adopt ideas more provisionally
and experimentally. This course will provide teacher candidates with the conceptual and
practical tools to advocate for their students and communities and to assist them in
understanding how their work is influenced by social and structural forces, their life
histories and belief systems. (ID#4)
The following PPP course objectives comingle instruction.teaching standards, and
issues that affect urban education: “Students in this seminar will examine issues related
to urban education mirrored in research, theory, and practice, while looking at
instructional approaches as reflected in the XXX teaching standards of effective practice
and state statute XXX. (ID #14). In similar fashion, the following PPP course objective
focuses directly on teacher candidate preparation, curriculum development, and embeds
direct references to learning in the “urban” environment: “The purpose of this course is
to prepare prospective middle and secondary teachers to become effective facilitators of
learning in urban schools, through an understanding of various philosophies and
practical approaches to education in the urban environment, implications for pedagogy,
classroom management, assessment and parental engagement” ID#12. Also, “This
course is designed for teachers who wish to improve their ability to meet the diverse
needs of students and to improve achievement of all students through engaging
curriculum.”(ID #25).
In each of the foregoing PPP course objectives, because professional practice and
pedagogy are highlighted, it’s possible that inserting the word urban into PPP course
objectives might send an unclear message to readers about educator practices, implying
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that teaching in urban environments or teaching urban students (whatever “urban” is
considered to be) is a markedly different and more difficult enterprise than the practice of
teaching in environments that are considered not urban or the practice of teaching
students who are considered not urban. By comingling urban schools and urban issues
with references to pedagogy and professional practice, PPP course objectives entangle
teaching practice with sociological and economic concerns of the urban environment. If
we assume that these conceptual approaches to teaching urban education play some role
in the construction of meaning for the student, then the marriage of urban with education
in PPP syllabi could inadvertently send negative messages about teaching in the urban
environment. The vocabulary contexts of PPP course objectives underscore the
importance of drawing a clear distinction between what is difficult and what is negative.
Further, the PPP conceptual lens, one that marries professional practice and
pedagogy with the urban context may further and inadvertently reify racial narratives that
could reinforce negative cultural attitudes and stereotypical notions about what it means
to teach students in the urban environment. The possibility of such troubling inference
extends even to the language used in PPP course titles. Course titles such as “Social
Foundations of Urban Education, Intro to Urban Education, Issues in Urban Education,
Urban Education, Urban Education, carry SSO messages and could serve to further
marry professional practice and pedagogy to negative cultural urban “tropes.” This
juxtaposition of urban and education also bifurcates urban education from “suburban”
education and reinforces the stereotypical cultural boundaries that isolate professional
practice of teaching in metropolitan areas from professional practice in suburban
contexts. Further, the image of urban education as “an island” flies in the face of twenty-
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first century demographic trends in metropolitan areas. As discussed in Chapter 2,
demography in public schools in many inner-ring suburbs is often indistinguishable from
the demography of many inner-city schools. Accordingly, it seems plausible that a
course titled “Social Foundations of Suburban Education” could feature similar, if not
identical topics. This suggests there may be a need to more carefully consider the
language used in course titles and the specific vocabulary with which PPP course
objectives are imbued.

Professional Practice, Pedagogy, Research Persona Assignments
Of the 57 assignments identified in the PPP cluster, 18 (31.5%) contained
statements that refer to the practice of teaching, pedagogy and ones academic research
persona. As stated in Chapter 3, it is important to note again that I classified a PPP
assignments as such, because PPP assignments also contained references to teaching
strategies, educator preparation, urban learners, teacher candidacy, teacher certification,
teaching philosophy and research persona. The following example of a PPP assignment
illustrates this focus on developing ones professional teaching philosophy and pedagogy:
“Based on course readings, research, and theory write an essay that reflects your overall
understanding of multicultural education, teaching strategies, dispositions and issues
related to teaching urban learners. This essay should be connected to your proposed
subject area of teaching. (ID #14) The foregoing assignment touches on professional
identity as well as the instructional interventions related to professional practice.
Other PPP assignments focused on the undergraduate or graduate student honing
his or her research skills. This PPP focus on the individual skill acquisition is illustrated
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by assignments that highlight individual skills development. The following example
reflects the PPP “how-to” lens: In teams of two and two weeks in advance of the
assigned date, you must identify two academic articles or book chapters for your
colleagues to read. You may simply provide reference in APA format or as a www.url.
You will be graded “A to F” on the quality of each of these two articles. The basis for
my grading is a) quality of the source (a high quality peer-reviewed journal article will
be rated highest); chapters written by well-known experts will also be highly valued.’
Federal government and state reports are good; reports by various institutes or
organizations will be “OK” but are not as valuable as the categories already described;
b) the articles include a significant literature review; c) the issue at hand is a primary
and not a secondary focus of the piece; d) bonus points if the article/chapter also
addresses class, gender, or sexual orientation. (ID #11).
What is remarkable about the foregoing PPP assignments is the absence of
assignments and activities that relate to instruction, professional educator practice, or
developing ones skill as a teacher in the urban environment - the “how” of teaching
and/or pedagogy. With PPP course objectives that are replete with references to teacher
candidacy, classroom management, and curriculum development, one would expect to
see assignments that in some way more directly tie to such objectives. Surprisingly, most
PPP assignments did not contain activities that directly tied to the stated PPP course
objectives. PPP course objectives describe professional practice and teaching in the
urban environment as markedly “different” enough to be called out in PPP course
objectives; accordingly, it seems reasonable to expect greater clarity and focus in PPP
course assignments and readings about exactly what in the practice of teaching and
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pedagogy make it so. I was unable to determine from a review of PPP assignments, what
type of specific instructional interventions would be employed in the urban environment
that are qualitatively different from the instructional interventions one would employ in
environments characterized as “not” urban. This bewildering mismatch of PPP course
assignments, course objectives and even PPP course titles seems to reflect a
misalignment that could lead to misunderstanding. This is certainly possible in an
introductory course in which in many instances, the learner is being exposed for the first
time to the discursive contexts of educator preparation.
Four of the six PPP syllabi contained assignments that require fieldwork
experience: “Our first field experience in XXXX will last from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Your second fieldwork is placement in an urban school as a participant observer in a
classroom, lunchroom and hallways. Each visit to your field placement requires a
submission of observations and analysis; one week you should submit a separate
observation; the following week you should submit your analysis. (ID#21). Other field
experiences require students to be observed by a supervising teacher: This field
experience will acquaint the XXX student with teaching and learning in an urban middle
school environment. Each intern will participate in a 20-hour field experience to
observe, participate and fulfill the activities listed in field experience rubric guidelines. A
supervising teacher will evaluate the urban education intern’s participation and
professionalism. (ID #12). Other PPP field assignments refer specifically to requirements
for teacher candidacy and admission into the urban teacher program: Some of your
assignments take place in urban educational settings. These field experiences can also
serve as clock hours toward requirements for entry into teacher candidacy for the XX
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urban teacher program. Each of these assignments feature references to the “urban” and
emphasize the role that teachers play in educational outcomes yet as mentioned earlier
some of these PPP syllabi did not include an opportunity for students to spend time in
schools that are characterized as urban. Although pre-service educators will eventually
be exposed to field experiences in methods courses, practicums, etc, it’s possible that
combining professional practice and pedagogy with urban education in PPP syllabi could
lead to negative inferences about teaching in urban contexts.

Professional Practice, Pedagogy, Research Persona – Core Required Texts
The analyses of PPP course objectives and PPP assignments revealed a stark
contrast between PPP course objectives that focus on professional practice, and PPP
assignments, which do not at all focus on instructional interventions. This same contrast
is reflected in PPP core required titles, that is, PPP core required titles do not necessarily
track back to or reflect the intended goals of the PPP stated course objectives. Because
PPP course objectives position the teacher at the center of the PPP approach, I expected
to identify texts that focus on instruction rather than the same texts that focused on SSO
topics or the “teacher memoir” texts that I identified on SSO, HP and EPA course syllabi.
In fact, rather than directly focus on pedagogy, professional practice or instructional
interventions, several PPP core required texts emphasized increasing pre-service teacher
awareness of the school environments into which they will enter. I identified in the PPP
syllabus cluster many of the same “classics” I identified in SSO, HP, and EP conceptual
approaches. For example, Dennis and Nancy Denton’s classic American Apartheid and
Massey’s Categorically Unequal, were identified again as core required texts. Other PPP
required texts titles included an emphasis on children, the classroom setting, families, and
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other socio-cultural themes associated with urban education. These titles suggest that
environments associated with urban education are a key feature of the PPP approach to
urban education and also implies that pre-service educators may be uninformed (and in
some sense therefore unprepared) about what they may encounter as teachers in the
urban environments they are about to enter. Table 9 summarizes the core required texts
identified on PPP syllabi.

Table 9 – Professional Practice, Pedagogy, Research Persona - Required titles listed on syllabi
Author(s)
Massey,D;&
Massey, N...
Massey, D.
Jones, L. &
Newman, L.
Strouse, J.H
Mitchie, G.
Nieto, S.
Oakes, J.
Rothstein, R.

Title
American Apartheid: Segregation and the Making of the Underclass..
Categorically Unequal: The American Stratification system
Our America: Life and death on the southside of Chicago
Exploring socio-cultural themes in education: Readings in Social
Foundation
Holler if you hear me: The education of a teacher and his students
Affirming Diversity: The sociopolitical context of multicultural education
Learning Power: Organizing for education and justice
Class and schools: Using social economic, and education reform to close
the black-white achievement gap

ID#
11, 21,
25
12, 21
2, 15
4
21
21
21
21

In summary, the PPP conceptual approach, much like the SSO, HP and EPA
lenses, positions urban contexts as spaces that need to be “fixed.” However, in contrast
to the four previously discussed conceptual approaches, the PPP lens focuses on preservice teacher interactions in the classroom by positioning schools and school districts as
the relevant environment. Course objectives in the PPP cluster feature the salience of
professional practice, yet course assignments had more in common with assignments in
SSO, HP and EPA conceptual approaches. The PPP core required texts highlighted SSO,
school based ethnography and individual teacher memoir. However, rather than focus on
assignments that feature instructional techniques, teacher candidacy, professional
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practice, or research persona, the PPP conceptual approach exposes such topics to the
learner primarily through vicarious exposure to the urban context.
The PPP course objectives foster understanding of what it means to be a teacher
in an urban school; however, the PPP course assignments do not expose students to
specific instructional interventions associated with effective professional practice in an
urban environment. The PPP approach differs materially from SSO, HP and EPA
approaches precisely because of the inclusion of language that emphasizes pedagogy,
professional practice, and teacher certification. Despite using the language of educator
professional practice in PPP course objectives, the PPP course assignments and core
required texts focus on children and families in the micro environment. This implies that
in order to embrace nuances of teaching and learning that are likely more thoroughly
addressed in “methods” courses, it is important to also “know” and understand the urban
environment. The important distinction here is that by introducing the vocabulary of
teaching as a professional practice within the frame of “urban education” PPP course
syllabi inadvertently position the practice of teaching urban students in urban contexts as
a qualitatively different enterprise from teaching students in environments that are
considered “non-urban.”
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Teacher as Change Agent
Overview
The fifth conceptual approach to teaching urban education, teacher as change
agent (TCA), is similar to the PPP conceptual approach. Both PPP and TCA conceptual
approaches highlight the individual locus of control and the micro environment; however,
the PPP lens focuses squarely on the teaching profession and the teacher as educator. In
contrast, TCA syllabi highlight the influential role of teachers as “more” than
instructional guides. In essence, the TCA conceptual lens focuses on the teacher as
individual actor and greatly expands the role of the professional educator.
TCA syllabi contain statements that exhort the teacher to move well beyond his or
her official roles in the learning environment. In effect, the TCA “aspirational” lens
positions the individual teacher as an activist for social change in the school and wider
community. The TCA conceptual approach focuses on the teacher as “the” primary actor
in the classroom and as one who actively engages with social justice issues. Finally, as
noted in SSO, HP, EPA, and PPP conceptual approaches, schools and the social order
(SSO) remains a key organizing feature in TCA syllabi as well. I identified the TCA
conceptual lens on six (19.3%) of the 31 syllabi.
Institutions from the TCA syllabi cluster were equally divided between public and
private universities that were also equally divided in location between small and large
cities. Three TCA schools are located in cities with populations that range from 201,000
to just below 500,000. Three TCA schools are located in much larger cities, with
populations that range from greater than 688,000, to 1.4 million and 2.11 million
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respectively. Five of the six TCA schools are classified RUVH; the one remaining TCA
school is classified RUH. Only two of the six TCA schools are CAEP-accredited.
The diversity of school size in this category, the Carnegie Classifications, and
CAEP designations underscore the salience of the TCA conceptual approach across
diverse institutions. Table 10 summarizes relevant institution attributes of schools in the
TCA syllabi cluster.

Table 10 – Teacher as change agent - Institution Attributes
ID#
7

CAEP
Y

Public/Private
Public

Enrollment
47,736

Region
Southeast

Where course resides
College of Ed – grad

Carnegie
RUH

9

N

Public

21,417

Southeast

School of Pub. Pol. – und

RUVH

17

N

Private

6,621

Southwest

RUVH

26

N

Private

24,806

27

Y

Private

9,436

Midatlantic
Northeast

School of Continuing
Studies - und/grad.
Graduate School of Ed –
und
College of Ed – grad

31

N

Public

25,619

Midwest

College of Ed – grad/und

RUVH

RUVH
RUVH

Teacher as Change Agent - Course Objectives
More than in the SSO, HP, EPA, and PPP conceptual approaches, course
objectives in the TCA cluster highlight the different emphases among conceptual
approaches. In direct contrast to the PPP conceptual approach, TCA course objectives
support a cultural view of the urban teacher as miracle worker. In fact, TCA course
objectives contained explicit, some would argue, political statements that seem designed
to move the teacher well beyond instruction and pedagogy. The following two course
objectives from two different TCA syllabi employ highly emotional language, reflect a
bias for critical pedagogy and the desire to activate individual teacher agency:
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“Revolution, not reform is required to release the power of teaching. We can’t get to that
point by tinkering with a broken system. We must change our intellectual structures,
definitions and assumptions; then we can release teacher power (Asa Hilliard from The
structure of staff development). In this course we will examine our own and others’
assumptions about urban children and schools.” (ID #7). Or, “By showing the
importance of decisions of those within classrooms and those outside of classrooms, this
course is suited for those who seek a role in creating a more just society. There’s so
much talk about the system, and so little understanding (from Robert Pirsig, Zen and the
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance). This course asks two questions: a) How have urban
schools continued to reproduce rather than ameliorate inequality? And b) In the
information age, how do the systems that affect education need to change to create
successful outcomes? Students will be able to plan counter-hegemonic curriculum and
instruction.” (ID#26). These TCA course objectives exhort the reader to engage with
social justice issues and to take direct action to change social conditions in the classroom
and wider community. In so doing, these TCA syllabi illustrate the discursive practice of
embedding an explicit political and social justice agenda into course objectives.
Although all of the TCA course objectives contained statements related to
individual agency and social justice action; most of the TCA course syllabi contained less
provocative learning objective statements. The following TCA course objectives position
social justice issues as the most pressing concerns, ones with which teachers and other
educational stakeholders “should feel” individually obligated to actively engage: “This
course is organized around a set of guiding questions. How can a new educator fully
prepare him or herself for success in urban schools and, more importantly, how can we,
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as citizens support the efforts of these educators?” (ID#17) Or, “…Students will examine
pedagogical and curricular approaches and explore social and cultural resources in
diverse communities. Students will develop understanding about how to achieve social
justice through the process of education. Students will develop an understanding of
additive education models that build on the local expertise of families, communities and
cultures. Students will explore and develop a sense of personal voice in becoming a
teacher advocate.” (ID#31)
One TCA course objective seemed to focused on direct interventions and
relationships with students to support social reproduction rather than academic
achievement through professional practice and pedagogy reflected in PPP course
objectives: “Through direct service and intentional relationships with high school
students, students in this course will seek to help students prepare for college, to be
successful in college, and to help (these) students value higher education as a means to
improve the quality of life. The TCA course objectives illustrate the importance of
language and its role in the construction of meaning in introductory courses in urban
education. The unequivocal implication is clear: urban education is about direct
interventions that help individual students achieve social mobility.

Teacher as Change Agent - Assignments
I enumerated forty- one assignments on the six TCA syllabi; 12 of these 41
assignments (29.2%) focused specifically on TCA issues that were identified in TCA
course objectives. One TCA syllabus contained no fieldwork. Moreover, TCA
assignments place an emphasis on human agency and direct engagement with youth to
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bring about social mobility and social “justice.” The following TCA fieldwork
assignments illustrates this focus on individual action: TCA fieldwork assignment:
“Your assignment as a class is to host an all-day campus visit for the students from
XXXX Academy and XXXX Young Women’s Leadership Academy who have participated
with each of you in the near -peer mentoring program throughout this semester. Form
groups to plan and provide a taste of college life, including a motivational speaker, a
financial aid workshop, or other options.”(ID#9)
Rather than contain an explicit social justice goal, other TCA assignments focus
on mentorship and direct one-to-one engagement with students as a way to embody ones
future as an education activist: “Review the rubric for the student interview and conduct
an interview with someone who is a current student in an urban school about their
experience with school. There is no age limit to the student you choose, but students who
can be articulate about their experience will obviously make your learning easier. Your
choice of whether to interview a student from an elite or non-elite school should be
guided by your personal school experience.” (ID#26) Or, “Create a project that
illustrates how poverty affects the educational experiences of children who grow up in
that context. This assignment must link to your weekly mentoring experience, connect to
the Kotlowitz book and at least one additional reading, required book or guest lecture.
Your project may take any form, e.g. a comic, infographic, poem, video, or other artistic
expression. ID #9 The language in these TCA assignments flows directly from the TCA
course objectives and refer specifically to effects of poverty on the educational
environment of individual students.
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The following TCA assignment positions service learning as the entry point \to
future civic involvement: “This course requires 40 hours of learning through doing and
reflecting “service-learning” field experience. This field experience will intentionally
prepare you for active civic participation in a diverse democratic society.” (ID #31).
Several TCA assignments included self-reflection as a means to develop a
personal voice/philosophy, personal agency, becoming an activist teacher advocate. This
includes asking students to identify which interventions and/or roles will help him or her
take an active role in fostering positive student identities. Such self-reflection often
involved media watch assignments such as: “Watch Dropout Nation and submit a twopage reflection describing what you feel are the most pressing issues for Houston’s
students.” (ID#17); or “Watch Waiting for Superman (ID#26).

Teacher as Change Agent – Core Required Texts
TCA core required texts bore much in common with the core required texts from
SSO, HP, EPA, and PPP conceptual approaches, offering up personal stories,
ethnography, economics, policy studies, historical perspectives and sociological works
that contribute to the construction of meaning in urban education courses. I discovered
syllabi from each of the five approaches listed many of the same titles as core required
texts. Based on the titles, it seems reasonable to infer that in the TCA conceptual
approach students will examine aspects of poverty, social stratification, economic
inequity and structural racism through multiple perspectives. The titles link inequity and
poverty to urban education and focus on structural racism, discrimination and the social
order associated with urban education.
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It was surprising to note the inclusion on one TCA syllabi of environmental
scientist Donella Meadow’s, Thinking in Systems. Meadow’s text appears to be one of
only a few titles among the 119 core required texts enumerated, that examines the world
around us from a systems perspective. Table 10 summarizes the TCA core required texts.

Table 11 – Teacher as change agent - Required titles listed on syllabi
Author(s)
Massey,D;& Denton,N..
Tyack, D.
Darling-Hammond, L.
Kozol, J.
Tatum, B.
Ayers, W.; LadsonBillings, G; Michie, G;
Noguera, P.
Spencer, JP
Waters, M.
Delpit, L.
Moses, R.
Shapiro, H. & Pupel, D.
Jelloun, T.B.
Harding, V.
Kotlowitz, A.
Margolis, J.
Grant, G.
Green,
Meadows, D.
Tough, P.
Sugre, T.
Lipman, P.
Schniedewind, N &
Sapon-Shevin, M.

Title
American Apartheid: Segregation and the Making of the
Underclass..
The one best system: A history of American urban education
The flat world and education: How America’s commitment to
equity will determine our future.
Shame of the nation: The restoration of apartheid schooling in
America
Why are all the black kids sitting together in the cafeteria?
City kids, city schools: More reports from the front row

ID#
27

In the crossfire: Marcus Foster and the troubled history of American
school reform.
Black identities: West Indian immigrant dreams and American
realities
Other people’s children
Radical Equations
Critical Social Issues in American Education: Transformation in a
postmodern world
Racism explained to my daughter
Hope and history
There are no children here: The story of two boys growing up in the
other America.
Stuck in the shallow end: Education, race, and computing
The world we created at Hamilton High
Education Myths: What special interest groups want you to believe
about our schools
Thinking in systems: A primer
Whatever it takes: Geoffrey Canada’s quest to change Harlem and
America
The origins of the urban crisis: Race and inequity in postwar Detroit
The new political economy of urban education:Neo-liberalism, race,
and the right to the city
Educational Courage: Resisting the ambush of public education.

31

17
26
17
9
27

26
7
7
7
7
7
9
9
17
17
26
26
27
27
27
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Table 11 – Teacher as change agent - Required titles listed on syllabi
Author(s)
Ginwright, S; Noguera,
P; Cammarota, J.
Smith, G.A &Sobel, D.
Watson, V.

Title
Beyond Resistance: Youth activism and community change

ID#
27

Place and community-based education in schools
Learning to liberate: Community-based solutions to the crisis in
urban education

31
31

In summary, differences in conceptual approach for SSO, HP, EPA, PPP and
TCA are reflected in topic emphasis, vocabulary and language used in course objectives
and assignments as well as in the core required texts. Nowhere is this more evident than
in the TCA conceptual approach that seems to put forth in the TCA course objectives, an
unambiguous social justice agenda for individual teachers to practice In contrast to the
PPP conceptual approach, TCA course objectives support an iconic cultural view of
teachers as problem solvers through the lens of social justice and highlight the role of the
pre-service teacher as the primary actor in correcting inequity, rather than as the one who
investigates learning conditions in the classroom exclusively.
These findings suggest that foundational courses in urban education share similar
assignments and core required texts but do not share common course objectives. In fact,
a wide distribution of assignment type in each conceptual approach was noted. For
example, syllabi in the PPP cluster contained a large number of SSO, TCA and HP
assignments but very few PPP assignments. This seemed to be the case for each
conceptual approach. This finding called for further examination and is addressed in the
cross case analyses that follows.
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Cross Case Analyses
Institution Attributes, Course Objectives, Course Assignments, Core Required Texts
I conducted cross case analyses to identify patterns, similarities and differences
across each of dimension: institution attributes, course objectives, course assignments,
and core required texts. Miles & Huberman (1994) state that comparisons across-cases is
a useful way to produce meaningful connections and that commonalities across cases
often contribute to conditional generalizations. Findings are reported below:

Institution Attributes
Across the five conceptual approaches, public universities outnumber private
colleges and represent from 50% to 83% of the institutions in each of the five conceptual
approaches. From 50% to 83% of the course syllabi across the five approaches are from
institutions bearing the Carnegie Classification of RUVH or RUH. It should be noted
that in the PPP cluster, 50% of the syllabi from MCU institutions. These findings
indicate that with the exception of the PPP cluster, there is little variation among the type
of Carnegie Classification institutions represented across each conceptual approach.
Further, CAEP accreditation varied widely; none of the HP schools were CAEPaccredited and CAEP accreditation among SSO, EPA, PPP and TCA conceptual
approaches was 41.7%, 75%, 33% and 66% respectively. These findings indicate that
CAEP accreditation, if it is indeed a goal, has not yet been attained, even at PPP cluster
schools. No further remarkable patterns were noted in cross case analyses of institutional
attributes. Figures XX - XX illustrate locations of institutions by conceptual approach.
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Cross Case Analysis - Course Objectives
As noted previously, the five conceptual approaches were identified and
categorized based on differing emphases in course objectives, the distinctions may appear
subtle and the boundaries across each conceptual approach are fluid. It is important to
note that SSO course objectives were identified in each approach; this finding suggests
that despite the differing emphasis of each conceptual approach, SSO considerations are
important factors that were always included. As described earlier, SSO factors highlight
the importance of structural, societal conditions associated with schooling in the United
States. Institutional racism and racism linked to SES appears as a prominent SSO metamechanism in all SSO course objectives. Since SSO course objectives were identified in
each of the 31 course syllabi, it is reasonable to presume that institutional racism is a
dominant feature that is consistently included in course objectives for introductory and
foundational course syllabi. This finding suggests that all conceptual approaches to
urban education include this single, complex phenomena, and that institutional racism
and the relationship between race and SES under gird each of the five conceptual
approaches to urban education identified in this study.

Cross Case Analysis - Assignments
Despite the differing emphases among the five conceptual approaches described in
this chapter, the remarkable similarity of syllabi assignments among approaches as well
as the distribution of assignments among approaches reflected a high level of agreement
about the type of activities that should be experienced by the learner.
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The similarity of syllabus assignments in each approach appear to reflect similar key
but sometimes unstated learning goals. The similarity and distribution of assignments
further implies some underlying fundamental agreement about the form and manner of
essential activities and essential readings to which newcomers to the field should be
exposed.

It was also not surprising to identify between 30 - 35% SSO assignments in

the four remaining conceptual approaches. Of the 19 assignments identified on HP
syllabi, six (35%) were identified as SSO assignments. EPA syllabi contained 3839
assignments, of which 12 (30.7%) were identified as SSO. Fifty-seven (57) assignments
were identified in the PPP conceptual approach, of which 18 or 31.5%were identified as
SSO assignments. In the TCA cluster, 31.7% (13) of the 41assignments were identified
as SSO. Figure 7 summarizes the assignments identified in each approach.
Most notable in the distribution of assignment across the 31 syllabi is the lack of
alignment between course assignments and course objectives across each conceptual
approach. That is, although the assignments in each approach were remarkably similar;
the distribution of assignments in each conceptual approach did not necessarily reflect or
map back to the dominant emphasis of the stated in the course objectives for each
respective conceptual approach. For example, SSO and EPA assignments and course
objectives aligned at a degree greater than 50%, meaning that more than half of the
assignments in SSO and EPA course syllabi, were identified as SSO or EPA assignments.
SSO course assignments and objectives were aligned at 53.9%, with more than 70 of 139
assignments mapping back to SSO stated SSO course objectives. This finding is not
surprising, since SSO was identified as a key organizing feature among the course
objectives in the five conceptual approaches. The presence of SSO assignments on each
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of the 31 syllabi suggests also fosters some degree of consistency among conceptual
approaches. EPA assignments and objectives were aligned at 57.8 %, with more than 22
of 39 assignments aligned with stated EPA course objectives. In contrast, levels of
alignment between course assignments and course objectives for HP, PPP, and TCA
conceptual approaches were lower, identified at 31.5%, 31.5% and 29.2% respectively.
The success of any learning outcome, regardless of the field of study, is determined in
large part by the degree of alignment between stated course objectives and assignments.
The lowest percentage of alignment between assignments and course objectives was
identified under the theme “professional practice, pedagogy and research persona.” It is
possible that a lower level of alignment reflects a positive indicator to learners that good
teaching takes context into consideration regardless of the particular student population.
It’s possible that these findings also call into question the degree to which the course
assignments in each conceptual approach truly serve the stated course objectives and
focus the students’ thinking on those stated course objectives. A seeming lack of internal
consistency between course objectives and course assignments suggests that course
objectives do not accurately communicate to students the intention of the course. The
literature on college teaching indicates that a lack of clear course objectives leads to
student confusion. (Habanek, 2005, Parkes & Harris, 2002, Slattery & Carlson, 2005)
and that internally inconsistent syllabi can lead to student misunderstanding about the
intent of the course. This includes erroneous presumptions about student populations and
confusion about urban education. Low or misalignment between assignments and course
objectives could confuse students and hamper progress to the stated learning outcomes.
Table 12 summarizes the level of alignment assignments with stated course objectives
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across each conceptual approach. Figure 7 illustrates the type and number of assignments
in each conceptual approach.
Table 12
Percentage of course assignment alignment with conceptual approach
Conceptual Approach
Level of alignment
of course assignment
Schools and the social order
53.9%
Historical perspective
31.5%
Education policy analysis
57.8%
Professional practice, pedagogy, research persona
31.5%
Teacher as change agent
29.2%

Figure 2
Summary of Syllabus Assignment by Conceptual Approach
Schools and the
social order

Historical
perspective

Education policy
analysis

Professional
practice, pedagogy,
research

Teacher as change
agent

SSO – 75
assignments

SSO – 6
assignments

SSO – 12
assignments

SSO – 18
assignments

SSO = 13
assignments

HP – 3
assignments

HP – 6
assignments

HP – 1
assignment

HP – 1
assignments

HP – 2
assignments

EPA – 30
assignments

EPA – 3
assignments

EPA – 22
assignments

EPA – 7
assignments

EPA – 6
assignments

PPP – 21
assignments

PPP – 3
assignments

PPP – 3
assignments

PPP – 18
assignments

PPP = 8
assignments

TCA – 10
assignments

TCA – 1
assisgnment

TCA – no
assignments

TCA – 13
assignments

TCA – 12
assignments

n = 139

n = 19

n = 38

n = 57

n = 41

SSO = 53.9%

HP = 31.5%

EPA = 52.3%

PPP = 31.5%

TCA = 29.2%
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Cross Case Analysis – Core Required Texts
Many of the same core required texts were identified on syllabi from each of the
five conceptual approaches. Of one-hundred-and-nineteen (119) core required texts,
nearly 25% (28 titles) were listed as required reading on two or more of the 31 syllabi
documents. For example, American Apartheid: Segregation and the Making of the
Underclass, the most frequently cited core required text on the 31 syllabi, was identified
on syllabi in HP, PPP, and TCA clusters. American Apartheid is one example of the
powerful role that core texts play in communicating meaning to students. Authors,
Massey and Denton’s work documents the ways in which “space and place” are the result
of complex intersecting factors. The text argues that social and economic actors play an
ongoing and significant role in racial segregation and Massey and Denton discuss in great
detail, the influence of “bad” actors and other forces that have led to primarily Black
residential segregation in America. Despite American Apartheid’s appearance on six
syllabi as a required text, the title does not appear on any syllabi in the SSO cluster.
Another frequently cited core required text is David Tyack’s The one best system:
a history of American urban education. The One Best System describes the wide-range of
description of the ideologies and power struggles that wrought the American urban public
school system, as told through narratives of farm children, factory workers, and city
superintendents, black parents and elitist reformers. Tyack’s book was listed as a
required text on syllabi from SSO, HP, EPA, and TCA conceptual approaches, but not on
any PPP syllabi in this study. These findings suggest that many titles on the list of core
required text represent a durable canon of urban education literature. It is also important
to note that dozens of journal articles, book chapters, and other texts, were listed as
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supplemental or special reading on these 31 course syllabi; specifically, only core
required texts specifically are addressed in this study.
Required texts are among the most fundamental of tools used in introductory and
foundational courses inasmuch as the ostensible purpose of required texts is to directly
support the learning goals of the conceptual approach. Accordingly, it is reasonable to
infer from the titles alone, that students in UE introductory and foundational courses will
examine various aspects of poverty, social stratification, economic inequity and race,
regardless of conceptual approach. Texts such as American Apartheid: Segregation and
the making of the underclass; Categorically Unequal: the American Stratification
System; and So much reform, so little change: the persistence of failure in urban schools,
were frequently listed as required reading on the 31 syllabi. And, as mentioned
previously, words such as apartheid, unequal, failure, and stratification, send a powerful
message that would certainly manage reader expectations prior to such texts even being
read. Core required texts that focus on race and inequity are an emphasis in the SSO
conceptual approach. Consequently, race, social class and SES serve as dominant
“characters” in many core required texts. This finding also supports recent scholarship in
the field of urban education that suggests reifying racialized narratives in urban education
are possible unintended consequences that should be further considered (Irby, 2015;
Brown & Brown, 2012; Milner, 2012).
Youth Memoir, Teacher Memoir, Biography
The inclusion of personal stories, youth, and teacher memoir as core required
texts on many of the 31 course syllabi suggests that these texts are important components
of course syllabi in this genre. This category of core required text provides opportunities
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for readers to engage with urban education in ways that theoretical texts do not. Some
examples include: Ain’t no Makin’ It: Aspirations and Attainment in a Low-income
Neighborhood, by J. MacLeod; Our America: Life and Death on the Southside of
Chicago, by LeAlan Jones and Lloyd Newman; Holler if you Hear me, by Gregory
Michie; Everyday Courage: The lives and stories of urban teenagers, by Niobe Way, and
In the Crossfire: Marcus Foster and Troubled History of American School Reform, by
J.P. Spencer.
Personal stories and biographies introduce and expose readers to the positive and
negative realities of metropolitan schools and in some ways prepare readers to enter or
learn about contexts and environments with which they are completely unfamiliar, prior
to actual “engagement” in the field. This finding suggests that the importance of story is
highly valued by some instructors who introduce newcomers to the field.
Location Specific Titles across Syllabi
The list of core required texts are reminders that discussions of space and place
will always be associated with conceptual approaches to urban education. Accordingly, it
seems reasonable to assume that selection of locale-specific books reflects a combination
of institution location, program emphasis, a department philosophy and/or faculty
choices. Twelve, or 10.8% of the 119 titles included in this study, contained location
specific titles, that is, the subject city, metropolitan area, or region is explicitly listed in
the title: Examples include: The Newark Teachers Strike: Hopes On The Line, by S.
Golin (2002); and Hope and Despair in the American City: Why There Are No Bad
Schools In Raleigh, by G. Grant; Making The Second Ghetto: Urbanism And Higher
Education In Chicago, by S. Harr; Fighting to Save our Urban Schools – and Winning,
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Lessons from Houston, by McAdams; Rise and Fall of an Urban School System: Detroit,
1907 – 1981, by J. Mirel; The Elusive Ideal: Equal Educational Opportunity and the
Federal Role in Boston’s Public Schools, 1950-1985, by A. Nelson; The Origins of the
Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit, by T. Sugrue; Whatever it Takes:
Geoffrey Canada’s Quest to Change Harlem and America, by P. Tough; Organizing
Schools for Improvement: Lessons from Chicago, by A. Bryk, etal; and Radical
Equations: Civil Rights from Mississippi to the Algebra Project, by R. Moses
Other required texts feature discussions of particular cities although the place(s)
are not mentioned in the title. For example, Jean Anyon’s Ghetto Schooling, features
discussion of particular cities (Newark) and eleven U.S. cities are examined in Building
Civic Capacity: The Politics of Reforming Urban Schools, by Clarence Stone, etal. The
southern region of the U.S. is featured in The Education of Blacks in the South, by J.D.
Anderson. In a few instances core required texts are directly tied to the location of the
institution from which the respective syllabus is drawn. Doing so also highlights the
individual differences between metropolitan areas across the U.S. This finding may
reflect a conscious decision to focus on the unique character of a particular geographic
locale and further suggests that approaches to urban education are imbued with some
degree of focus on unique socio-political contexts.
Focusing on specific contexts allows readers to draw important parallels and
make generalizations; texts that feature specific locales often contain the type of thick
description that sparks greater relevance for the reader. Further, specific location
contexts could lead to greater pre-service teacher understanding of the environments they
are about to enter as professionals. Just as no reasonable person would argue that Miami
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is just like Brooklyn or that San Francisco is unlike Detroit and Houston, the contexts of
urban education are not necessarily “the same.” Although many of these same texts were
identified on syllabi where there was no apparent relationship between the institution and
text title, the inclusion of context-specific core required texts suggests that space and
place play a prominent role in urban education syllabi, regardless of conceptual approach.
Table 13 summarizes the core required texts listed on more than one syllabus. Table 14
lists all core required books identified on the 31 syllabi.

Table 13
CORE REQUIRED TEXTS LISTED ON MORE THAN ONE SYLLABUS
% *
20.0%, (6)

AUTHOR
Massey, D., &
Denton, N.

TITLE
American apartheid: Segregation and the making of the underclass

Syllabus ID Conceptual Approach
2, 15
HP
11, 21, 25
27

PPP
TCA

16.6%, (5)

Massey, D.,

Categorically unequal: the American stratification system

2, 15
12, 21
28

HP
PPP
SSO

16.6%, (5)

Payne, C.

So much reform, so little change: The persistence of failure in urban
schools

5, 22

SSO

10, 20
15

EPA
HP

16.6%, (5)

Tyack, D.

The one best system: A history of American urban education

2
10
17
23, 29

HP
EPA
TCA
SSO

13.3%, (4)

DarlingHammond

The flat world and education: How America’s commitment to equity
will determine our future

1, 19, 22

SSO

26

TCA

6, 30

SSO

20

EPA

10.0%, (3)

Anyon, J.

Radical possibilities: Public policy, urban education & a new social
movement

Anyon, J.

Ghetto schooling: a political economy of urban education reform.

5, 16
18

SSO
HP

10%, (3)

Grant, G.

Hope & despair in the American city: Why there are no bad schools in
Raleigh

5

SSO

10, 20

EPA
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10.0%, (3)

Table 13
CORE REQUIRED TEXTS LISTED ON MORE THAN ONE SYLLABUS
% *
10%, (3)

AUTHOR
Jones, L. &
Newman, L.

TITLE
Our America: Life and death on the southside of Chicago

Syllabus ID Conceptual Approach
16, 24
SSO
21

PPP

10%, (3)

Kozol, J.

Shame of the nation: The restoration of apartheid schooling in America

5, 6,
17

SSO
TCA

10%, (3)

MacLeod, J.

Ain’t no makin’it: Aspirations and attainment in a low-income
neighborhood

1

SSO

20

EPA

10%, (3)

Tatum, B.

Why are all the black kids sitting together in the cafeteria?

3, 22
9

SSO
TCA

6.6%, (2)

Ayers, W.;
LadsonBillings, G;
Michie, G.;
Noguera, P.

City kids, city schools: More reports from the front row.

27

TCA

28

SSO

6.6%, (2)

Carter, P.

Keepin’it real: School success beyond black and white

19
21

SSO
PPP

6.6%, (2)

Cucchiara, M.

Marketing schools, marketing cities: Who wins and who loses when
schools become urban amenities

2

HP

13

EPA

Eaton, S.

The children in room E-4: American education on trial.

1
10

SSO
EPA

6.6%, (2)

Glaeser, E.

Triumph of the city: How our greatest invention makes us richer,
smarter, greener, healthier, and happier

3

SSO
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6.6%, (2)

Table 13
CORE REQUIRED TEXTS LISTED ON MORE THAN ONE SYLLABUS
% *

AUTHOR

TITLE

Syllabus ID Conceptual Approach
8
EPA

6.6%, (2)

Blame welfare, ignore poverty and inequality

23, 30

SSO

6.6%, (2)

Handler, J., &
Hasenfield, Y.
Lareau, A.

Unequal childhoods: Race, class and family life

1
13

SSO
EPA

6.6%, (2)

Nieto, S.

Affirming diversity: the sociopolitical context of multicultural education

6.6%, (2)

Noguera, P.

City schools and the American dream

16, 22

SSO

6.6%, (2)

Oakes, J.

Keeping track: How schools structure inequality

6
10

SSO
EPA

6.6%, (2)

Rury, J.

Urban education in the united states: A historical reader

18
30

HP
SSO

6.6%, (2)

Spencer, J.P.

In the crossfire: Marcus foster and the troubled history of American
school reform.

2

HP

31

TCA

6.6%, (2)

Sugrue, T.

The origins of the urban crisis: Race and inequality in postwar Detroit

2, 15

HP

6.6%, (2)

Waters, M.

Black identities: West Indian immigrant dreams and American realities

19
26

SSO
TCA

6.6%. (2)

Way, N.

Everyday courage: The lives and stories of urban teenagers

1, 5

SSO

107

Table 14
Summary of All Core Required Texts
Author(s)

Title

YEAR

ISBN

2009
2007
1988
2005
1997
2007

978-0814783085
978-0495006893
978-0807842218
978-0415950992
978-0807736623
978-0325010755

The structure of schooling

2011

978-1412980395

2008

978-1595583383

1996

978-0201441963

1969

978-0807604533

11. Bonilla-Silva, E.

City kids, city schools: more reports from the front row
The Manufactured Crisis: Myths, Fraud, And The Attack On America's Public
Schools
General systems theory: Foundations, development, applications
Racism without racists: colorblind racism and the persistence of racial inequality
in the U.S.

2006

978-1442220553

12. Bryk, A. , Sebring, P., Allensworth, E., etal

Organizing schools for improvement: lessons from Chicago

2010

978-0226078007

13. Carter, P.

Keepin' it real: School Success Beyond Black and White

2007

978-0195325232

14. Collins, C.

Ethnically qualified: Race, merit and the selection of urban teachers, 1920-1980
Rallying the whole village

2011

978-0807751633

1996

978-0807735398

How teachers taught: Constancy and change in American classrooms, 1890-1990
Marketing Schools, Marketing Cities: Who wins and who loses when schools
become urban amenities

1993

978-0807732267

2013

978-0226016825

Tough fronts: the impact of street culture on schooling
The flat world and education: How America's commitment to equity will
determine our future

2002

978-0415933001

2010

978-0807770627

2002

978-1595580740

21. Douglas, D.

Other people's children: Cultural conflict in the classroom7
Jim Crow moves north: The attle over northern school desegregation, 1864 1954

2006

978-0521607834

22. Eaton, S.

The children in room e4: American education on trial

2006

978-1565126176

23. Ferguson, S. (ed).

Mapping the social landscape

2010

978-0073528212

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Alonso, G., Anderson, N., etal.
Andersen, M. & Hill Collins, P.
Anderson, J.D.
Anyon, J.
Anyon, J.
Apple, M. & Beane, J.

7.
8.

Arum, R., Beattie, I., & Ford, K. (eds.)
Ayers, W., Ladson-Billings, G., Michie, G.,
Noguera, P.,

9.

Berliner, D. & Biddle, B.

10. Bertalanffy, L.

15. Comer, J.
16. Cuban, L.
17. Cucchiara, M.
18. Dance, L., J.
19. Darling-Hammond, L
20. Delpit, L.
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Our schools suck: Students talk back to a segregated nation on the failures of
urban education
Race, class, and gender: an anthology
The education of blacks in the south
Radical possibilities: Public policy, urban education, and a new social movement
Ghetto schooling: A political economy of urban education reform
Democratic schools: Lessons in powerful education

The resegregation of suburban schools: a hidden crisis in American education

2012

978-1612504810

25. Freire, P.

Pedagogy of the oppressed

2000

978-0826412768

26. Fruchter, N.
27. Ginwright, S., Noguera, P., Cammarota, J.
(eds)

Urban schools, public will

2007

978-0807747407

2006

978-0415952514

28. Glaeser, E.

Beyond Resistance: youth activism and community change
Triumph of the city: how our greatest invention makes us richer, smarter,
greener, healthier, and happier

2012

978-0143120544

29. Golin, S.

The Newark teachers strike: hopes on the line

2002

978-0813530574

30. Grant, G.

Hope and despair in the American city: Why there are no bad schools in Raleigh.

2009

978-0674060265

31. Grant, G.

The world we created at Hamilton High

1998

978-0674962001

32. Green

Education Myths

2005

978-0742549771

33. Grusky, D., & Szelenyi, S. (eds).

The inequality reader

2007

978-0813344843

34. Handler, J., & Hasenfeld, Y.

Blame welfare, ignore poverty and inequality

2007

978-0521690454

35. Harding, V.

Hope and history: Why we must share the story of the movement

2010

978-1570758577

36. Harr, S.

The city as campus: urbanisn and higher education in Chicago

2011

978-0816665655

37. Hirsch, A.R.

Making the second ghetto: Racer and housing in Chicago, 1940-1960

1998

978-0226342443

38. Hochschild, J.,& Scovronick, N.

The American dream and the public schools

2003

978-0195176032

39. Hooks, B.

Where we stand: Class matters

2000

978-0415929134

40. Inman, R.

2009

978-0691131054

41. Jacobs, G.

Making cities work: Prospects and policies for urban America
Getting around Brown: Desegregation, development and the Columbus public
schools

1998

978-0814207215

42. Jacobs, J.

The death and life of great American cities

1992

978-0679741954

43. Jelloun, T.B.

Racism explained to my daughter

1999

978-1565845343

44. Jones, L. & Newman, L.

Our America: Life and death on the southside of Chicago

1996

978-0671004644

45. Kahlenberg, R.

The Future of School Integration

2012

978-0870785221

46. Katz, M.B.

2011

978-0812222807

47. Kotlowitz, A.

Why don't American cities burn?
There are no children here: The story of two boys growing up in the other
America

1992

978-0385265565

48. Kozol, J.

The shame of the nation: The restoration of apartheid schooling in America

2005

978-1400052455

49. Kumashiro, K.

Bad teacher! How blaming teachers distorts the bigger picture

2012

978-0807753217
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24. Frankenberg, E, & Orfield, G.

The dreamkeepers: Successful teachers of African-American children

2009

978-0787903381

51. Lareau, A

Unequal childhoods: Race, class and family life

2003

978-0520271425

52. Lee, S.

Unraveling the ''model minority'' stereotype: Listening to Asian American youth
Asian Americans in Class: charting the achievement gap among Korean
American youth

2009

978-0807749739

2006

978-0807746936

2011

978-0813532257

55. Lipman, P.

Race in the schoolyard
The new political economy of urban education: neoliberalixm, race, and the right
to the city

2011

978-0415802246

56. Macionis, J., & Benodraitis, N. (eds.)

Seeing ourselves

2010

978-0205733163

57. MacLeod, J

Ain't no makin' it: Aspirations and attainment in a low-income neighborhood

2009

978-0813343587

58. Margolis, J.

Stuck in the shallow end: Education, race, and computing

2010

978-0262514040

59. Massey, D, & Denton, N.

American Arpatheid: Segregation and the making of the underclass

1993

978-0674018211

60. Massey, D.

Categorically unequal: the American stratification system

2007

978-0871545848

61. McAdams

Fighting to save our urban schools - and winning: Lessons from Houston

2000

978-0807738840

62. Meadows, D.

Thinking in systems: a primer

2008

978-1603580557

63. Michie, G.

1999

978-0807749586

64. Michie, G.

Holler if you hear me: the education of a teacher and his students
We don't need another hero: struggle, hope and possibility in the age of highstakes schooling

2012

978-0807753507

65. Milner, R. & Lomotey, K.

Handbook of urban education

2013

978-0415634779

66. Mirel, J.

Rise and fall of an urban school system: Detroit, 1907-1981

1999

978-0472086498

67. Moses, R.

Radical equations: Civil rights from Mississippi to the algebra project

2002

978-0807031278

68. Nasir, N.

Racialized identities: Race and achievement among Africa-American youth

2011

978-0804760195

69. Neckerman, K.

2007

978-0226569611

70. Nelson, A.

Schools betrayed: roots of failure in inner-city education
The elusive ideal: equal educational opportunity and the federal role in Boston's
public schools, 1950-1985

2005

978-0226571904

71. Nieto, S.

The light in their eyes: Creating multicultural learning communities

1999

978-0807750544

72. Nieto, S.

2004

978-0131367340

73. Noguera, P.A.

Affirming Diversity: the sociopolitical context of multicultural education
The trouble with black boys and other reflections on race, equity and the future
of public education

2008

978-0470452080

74. Noguera, P.A.

City schools and the American dream

2003

978-0807743812

75. Oakes, J.

Keeping track: How schools structure inequality

2005

978-0300108309

53. Lew, J.
54. Lewis, A.
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50. Ladson-Billings, G

Learning power: organizing for education and justice

2006

978-0807747025

77. Ore, T. (ed.)

The social construction of difference and inequality

2007

978-0073380087

78. Pang, V.

Multicultural education: A caring-centered, reflective approach

2010

978-0072985528

79. Payne, C.

So much reform, so little change: The persistence of failure in urban schools
Ethnic differences: schooling and social structure among the Irish, Italians, Jews
and Blacks in an American City

2008

978-1891792885

1988

978-0521389754

Justice, Justice: School politics and the eclipse of liberalism
Young, gifted, and black: Promoting high achievement among AfricanAmerican students
The shopping mall high school: winners and losers in the educational
marketplace

2004

978-0820477870

2004

978-0807031056

1985

978-0395379042

Changing urban education
The death and life of the great American school system: How testing and choice
are undermining education

2010

978-1847060242

2010

978-0465028214

Left back: a century of battles over school reform
Power and the promise of school reform: Grassroots movements during the
progressive era
Class and schools: using social, economic and education reform to close the
black-white achievement gap

2000

978-0743203265

2002

978-0807742273

2004

978-0807745564

Urban education in the United States: a historical reader
Five miles away, a world apart: One city, two schools, and the story of
educational opportunity in America

2005
2010

978-1403967787
97801998336857

91. Schiro, M.S.
92. Schniedewind, N., & Sapon-Shevin, M.
(eds.)

Curriculum Theory: Conflicting visions and enduring concerns

2012

978-1412988902

Educational Courage: Resisting the ambush of public education

2012

978-0807032954

93. Schultz, B.

Spectacular things happen along the way: Lessons from an urban classroom
Critical social issues in American education: Transformation in a postmodern
world

2008

978-0807748572

2004

978-0805844528

School's out: bridging out-of-school literacies with classroom practice
Un-standardizing the curriculum: multi-cultural teaching in the standards based
classroom

2002

978-0807741894

2005

978-0807746219

Place and community-based education in schools
In the crossfire: Marcus Foster and the troubled history of American school
reform

2010

978-0415875196

2012

978-0812244359

80. Perlmann, J.
81. Perlstein, D
82. Perry, T., Steele, C., Hilliard, A
83. Powell, A., Farrar, E., Cohen, D, etal.
84. Pratt-Adams, S., Maguire, M., Burn, E.
85. Ravitch, D.
86. Ravitch, D.
87. Reese, W.
88. Rothstein, R.
89. Rury, J.
90. Ryan, J.E.

94. Shapiro, H, & Purpel, D. (eds.)
95. Skilton-Sylvester, E.
96. Sleeter, C.,E,
97. Smith, G.A. & Sobel, D.
98. Spencer, J.P.
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76. Oakes, J.

99. Steele, C.M.

Whistling Vivaldi: and other clues how stereotypes affect us.

2010

978-0393339727

100. Steinberg, S. (editor)

19 urban questions: Teaching in the city

2010

978-1433108860

101. Stewart-Wells, A.

Both sides now: the story of school desegregation's graduates

2009

978-0520256781

102. Stone, C.

Building civic capacity: the politics of reforming urban schools

2001

978-0700611188

103. Strouse, J.H.

Exploring socio-cultural themes in education: readings in social foundation

2000

978-0130164544

104. Sugrue, T.

The origins of the urban crisis: Race and inequality in postwar Detroit

1996

978-0691121864

105. Swail, S.

Finding Superman: debating the future of public education in America

2012

978-0807753309

106. Szaz, M.

Education and the American Indian: the road to self-determination since 1928

1999

978-0826320483

107. Tatum, B.D.
108. Taylor, E., Gillborn, D., & Ladson-Billings,
G.

Why are all the black kids sitting together in the cafeteria?

2003

978-0465083619

Foundations of critical race theory in education

2009

978-0415961448

109. Thernstrom, S.& A.

No excuses: Closing the racial gap in learning

2004

978-0743265225

110. Tough, P.

2008

978-0547247960

111. Tozer, S.

Whatever it takes: Geoffrey Canada's quest to change Harlem and America
School and society: historical and contemporary perspectives with powerweb
and timeline

2004

978-0072985566

112. Tyack, D.B.

The one best system: A history of American urban education

1974

978-0674637825

113. Valenzuela, A.

Subtractive schooling: US-Mexican youth and the politics of caring

1999

978-0791443224

114. Waters, M.

Black Identities: West Indian immigrant dreams and American realities

2001

978-0674007246

115. Watson, V.

Learning to liberate: Community-based solutions to the crisis in urban education

2010

978-0415898379

116. Way, N

Everyday courage: The lives and stories of urban teenagers

1998

978-0814793398

117. Weis, L. & Fine M.

Construction sites: Excavating race, class and gender among urban youth

2000

978-0807739785

118. Wilson, W.J.

When work disappears: the world of the new urban poor

1997

978-0679724179

119. Winfield, A. G.

Eugenics and education in America

2007

978-0820481463
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Summary
In Chapter Four I have presented my findings based on analysis of the conceptual
approaches that under gird the content of course syllabi in introductory courses in urban
education. Using content analysis I analyzed course objectives, syllabus assignments,
and reviewed the census enumeration of core required texts including a frequency count
of core required titles. I also conducted cross case analyses of institution attributes,
including college location, student enrollment, population of the city or town in which the
institution is located, CAEP designation, department or school in which the course was
located, whether the course was an undergraduate or graduate offering, and the Carnegie
classification of the institution.
Although my analyses revealed some central organizing features on all 31 syllabi
– education inequity, social stratification, structural racism, poverty, and social justice,
the degree of topic emphasis varied substantially. Further, I identified five distinct
conceptual approaches to teaching urban education: 1) schools and the social order; 2)
historical perspective; 3) education policy analysis; 4) professional practice, pedagogy
and research persona; and 5) teacher as change agent. My analyses also revealed notable
alignment between course objectives and course assignments in two conceptual
approaches: (SSO) schools and the social order and (EPA) education policy analysis. In
contrast, my analyses revealed low alignment levels between course objectives and
course assignments on syllabi clusters associated with (HP) historical perspective, (PPP)
professional practice and pedagogy, and (TCA) teacher as change agent. Finally, cross
case analyses of the 31 syllabi revealed considerable agreement about which titles should
be required reading in a foundational or introductory course.
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The variability of content in course objectives among these course syllabi is
notable and the range of different conceptual approaches make it somewhat difficult to
determine the essential learning outcomes for students. In other words, when a student
completes an introductory course in urban education what should he or she know about
urban education? In Chapter 5, I discuss implications of these findings.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
At the outset of this study, I wondered how urban education could at once be used
to describe a) a public school located in an impoverished city neighborhood, b) one
located in an affluent city neighborhood, c) and another located in an affluent AfricanAmerican suburb. Through examining conceptual approaches to teaching urban
education I discovered the potential of introductory course syllabi as powerful gateways
to a field that is inhabited by scholars from a wide range of academic disciplines.
The salience of course syllabi as a reflection of norms and a frame of pedagogical
goals was examined extensively in Chapter Two (Homa, etal, 2013; Dinkleman, 2010;
Calhoun & Becker, 2008; Slattery & Carlson, 2005; Habanek, 2005; Parkes & Harris,
2002; Bers, Davis & Taylor, 2000; Brosman, 1998). This study situates these norms as
discourse patterns that represent the field of urban education to newcomers. Aspects of
these findings do not depart from the literature and mainstream knowledge that comprises
scholarship in urban education. Rather, this study contributes to the field by focusing on
the teaching of urban education in the college setting by identifying conceptual
approaches employed in introductory and foundational courses. What did I learn?
I learned that the building block topics of urban education as described in
Chapter two, were reflected to varying degree in each of the five conceptual approaches I
identified. These areas include teacher preparation for multicultural education,
curriculum studies in diversity, social justice, social stratification, community relations,
counseling, social services, diversity, educating children who live in poverty, educational
and other federal policy, equity, leadership, psychology and human development, special
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education, and teacher education. These topics appear throughout the corpus of urban
education literature and were reflected on all of the course syllabi.
I identified five conceptual approaches to teaching urban education among the 31
syllabi I analyzed: 1) schools and the social order; 2) historical perspectives; 3)
education policy analysis; 4) professional practice, pedagogy, research persona; and 5)
teacher as change agent. These conceptual approaches differed in the relations they
emphasize and necessarily set boundaries based on what is considered to be fundamental
in an introductory course; however, structural racial inequity and social stratification are
central organizing themes. I learned that conceptual approaches to course syllabi often
engage racial ideology, and could bifurcate any meaningful similarities between urban
and suburban education.
Structural racial inequity and social stratification are dominant themes in the
(SSO) conceptual approach to urban education; distal factors and a variety of past events
are highlighted in the historical perspective (HP) approach to urban education.
Educational policy analysis (EPA) was the major focus of urban education course syllabi
that position urban education as a political context in which labor markets, real estate
zoning, immigration, transportation, and education policies intersect. SSO, HP and EPA
conceptual approaches highlight distal causes, structural phenomena and policy factors,
that is, the macro environment. In contrast, professional practice, pedagogy and research
persona (PPP) and teacher as change agent (TCA) conceptual approaches to urban
education focus on the individual actor and ones personal locus of control, that is, what
occurs in the local community, the individual school and classroom- the micro
environment. The PPP conceptual lens focuses on the teaching profession, standards of
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teaching, instructional practice and ways individual teachers can become more skilled,
while the TCA conceptual approach positions the individual teacher as an activist, one
who engages with the social justice issues in the classroom and wider community.
Although the conceptual frames reflect the degree to which different underlying
assumptions and concepts were emphasized and highlighted in the course objectives,
each of the five approaches are complementary and interrelated.
I learned that the only conceptual approach that appeared on all 31 syllabi to
varying degree, was schools and the social order (SSO), an approach that focuses on race
and social stratification, social justice, and educational inequity in public education. I
learned that the SSO assignments reflected the emphasis of SSO course objectives. The
same was true for assignments in the education policy analysis (EPA) syllabi cluster –
EPA assignments reflected the EPA course objectives emphasis. In contrast, I learned
that HP, PPP, and TCA assignments did not always reflect, align with or speak to the
emphasis of HP, PPP, or TCA course objectives. For example, course objectives in the
PPP syllabi cluster specifically focused on goals associated with professional practice,
pedagogy and research persona; yet, most assignments on PPP syllabi neither addressed
instruction nor professional practice. These findings are notable especially since the
literature on college teaching indicates that internal consistency between course
objectives and course assignments minimizes the potential for erroneous presumptions
(Habanek, 2005; Slattery & Carlson, 2005). This may be especially the case for those
learners who are being first introduced to a field of study
I also learned that many of the same core required texts were identified on many
of the 31 course syllabi, regardless of the conceptual approach with which the syllabus
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was identified. This aligns with the observation in Chapter two, that the intersectionality
of the field has led to an absence of introductory textbooks with the title “Urban
Education” (Milner & Lometey, 2013; Pink & Noblit, 2007). However, given the limited
number of Introduction to Urban Education textbooks, I identified strong agreement
about other titles apart from handbooks or textbooks should be required reading. I
concluded that there is some general consensus about which core required texts should
be included in a foundational or introductory course in this field of study. Despite the
remarkable number of same core required titles identified on many course syllabi, I
learned that among conceptual approaches and from institution to institution, urban
education faculty do not seem to agree about what topics a basic introduction to the field
should appropriately include. This finding squares with scholarly research presented in
Chapter 2 that suggests introduction to urban education courses should enjoy greater
commonality (Milner, 2012, 2010; Watson, 2012; Brown & Brown, 2012; Buendia,
2011; Irby and Hall, 2011) because the term has come to mean anything and everything
(Irby, p. 9, 2015). The conceptual approaches identified in this study merit the attention
of all stakeholders in public education, suggesting that the associated topics should be
integrated into course curricula at every college of education. The implication is clear – a
consistent conceptual approach for the field’s entry level course should be carefully
considered.
Implications for Teaching
The absence of literature that addresses the teaching of urban education in
the higher education setting has implications for college teaching. At present, it appears
that in the field of urban education, substantially different courses introductory courses
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are being taught under the same or virtually the same title. While not calling for strict
standardized curriculum, a few scholars have suggested that a “more uniform curriculum
across teacher education programs” could benefit the field (Milner & Lomotey, 2014;
Milner, 2010, p. 119).
To be sure, the freedom to teach includes the right of faculty to select materials
for their courses, and I am neither suggesting strict standardization nor adoption of one
text; absolute uniformity is counterproductive to the academic mission. Yet, without
greater levels of consensus about what a student should know about at the end of an
introductory course, then one is left with no understanding of what is considered basic to
the field, rather what constitutes the field of urban education. Absence of conceptual
consistency in a foundational and introductory course means there is no way to determine
or to measure basic knowledge or basic understanding of urban education issues, whether
across institutions, across instructors, or across time. Greater agreement about
fundamental conceptual approaches in an introductory course content seems necessary if
one is to assess student learning and foster basic understanding. By greater conceptual
consistency in urban education course content I refer exclusively to the articulation of
learning outcomes only. By focusing on learning outcomes, the tenets of academic
freedom that encourage faculty to teach in the ways that best serve them and their
students remain unfettered. Faculty teach best in different ways, yet, certainly conceptual
consistency of student learning outcomes means that students will likely master similar
knowledge. By focusing on key conceptual approaches rather than focusing on what
should be the specific content, individual faculty would enjoy maximum flexibility in
topic selection. Further, the concept of shared learning outcomes encourages student
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learning. A coherent core curriculum for introductory courses would allow introduction
to urban education to serve either as a stand-alone framework for non-education majors,
policy researchers, etc., or as a foundation course for further coursework in urban
education, regardless of why students are enrolled in the course. These arguments
underscore the need for scholarly discourse that clearly articulates the conceptual
frameworks by which newcomers should be socialized into the field.
As discourse spaces, course syllabi help to clarify, update and reorient
understandings in the field of urban education. Course syllabi are only one frame of
reference, albeit a powerful one, through which students formulate ideas, interpret
experiences and respond to readings. Because of its place in the university structure, the
course syllabus is at once, a public and a private document. The conceptual approaches
identified in this study help graduate students and undergraduate students pin an identity
on urban education. Deciding what content to include in department introductory courses
is no easy task and doing so likely includes a host of numerous considerations, not the
least of which is academic freedom. Nevertheless, these finding indicate that the
ostensible goals of introductory courses in this field of study should be at least debated.
Faculty are in the best position indeed, to determine what shall be appropriate course
objectives as well as the manner in which said course objectives should be realized. Shall
an introduction to the field include “everything related to the education of children who
live in poverty regardless of where they live, everything related to the education of all
children who live within city limits” (Irby, 2015), or everything related to the education
of children who are marginalized regardless of socio-economic status? What shall a 7, a
13 or 14-week introductory course include? Should the focus be historical perspectives,
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educational policy, professional practice and pedagogy, teachers as change agents,
schools and the social order or all of the above? Curricula in graduate and undergraduate
programs arise from the presumption that certain basic concepts will be introduced in the
introductory course. I hope these findings lead to more robust professional exchange
among urban education faculty about what shall be the proper emphases of introductory
and foundational courses, at the very least, which course objectives are absolutely
essential, which are less necessary, and which are related but not necessarily germane in
an introductory course. Such distinctions are not unimportant for those charged with
introducing newcomers to the field of urban education.
As discussed in Chapter 2, urban education often serves as a proxy term for
multicultural and diversity education, educational inequity, and the education of special
populations including African-American, Latino and other ethnic groups. Although there
is much scholarly literature on these related topics, there was far less literature on the
teaching of urban education in colleges of education. Given the growing diversity in our
nation’s schools, whether suburban, urban, or rural, it seems plausible that the content in
an introduction to urban education course would be appropriate for any of the learning
contexts in which policy makers, pre-service teachers and researchers are educated.
Since I identified the SSO conceptual approach on all course syllabi to varying degree,
SSO may be a starting point for robust discussion among faculty in colleges of education.
If one accepts the notion that there is value in examining what the controversial
and messy, then it seems reasonable to presume that urban education faculty might
embrace the concept of shared learning outcomes in an introductory course. Perhaps the
process of thoughtfully articulating shared learning outcomes will lead to establishment
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of more formalized communities of practice in this field of study. I imagine that doing so
would be immensely helpful to any faculty member who is hired to teach urban education
in a college of education. This practice might lead to greater consistency in course
content from institution to institution. Special interest groups who wish to examine
course curricula in introduction to urban education will likely lead to consensus about
what should be primary learning goals for introductory courses. At present, most
professional associations associated with urban education seem to focus mainly on what
happens in the K-12 learning environment, school funding issues, individual districts
and//or public policy concerns. I believe that professional exchange among teacher
educators about which conceptual approach should dominate in introductory courses will
be beneficial to all stakeholders.

Implications for Research
I hope these findings lead to further scholarly writing that articulates the
conceptual approaches associated with teaching urban education. Although these
findings examined conceptual approaches to teaching urban education in the college
classroom, there is much left to learn. The research base on the teaching of urban
education is limited and the development of a sustained line of scholarship that focuses
on urban education began only in the 1960’s. Without further research on the teaching
urban education in the university setting, then discussing trends or implications of these
findings will continue to be a challenge. The need for further research seems even more
vital, given the fact that scholars from different academic disciplines use different
fundamental principles to examine sociological dynamics, culture, historical events and
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economic realities associated with urban education. Perhaps these findings will also
foster the study of pedagogies that are most effective in introduction to urban education
courses. Further, while this study did not examine the academic backgrounds of urban
education faculty, I suspect that content areas in which the instructor has the greatest
expertise is reflected perhaps in disproportionate amounts of time spent on a given topic.
Further exploration and research in this unique aspect of urban education will contribute
to the field as it is one of the few fields of study that includes such a wide range of
academic disciplines. By extension, these different approaches to urban education
research necessarily reflect the myriad ways in which pre-service teachers are socialized
into the field. Given the role of syllabi as public documents, I hope these findings spark
further scholarly writing about the role of syllabi as discourse spaces in this field.
It would also be interesting to examine the ways that students think about urban
education both before and after completing such a course. As discussed in Chapter Two,
dozens of studies and key voices in the field have examined pre-service teacher attitudes
after taking an introductory course in multi-cultural education. This same type of
research in urban education would help teacher educators determine whether the most
effective goal of foundational courses in urban education is to look at the history of
schooling in cities, to explore schools and the social order, to analyze policies, engage
with instructional approaches in the classroom or to learn how to be change agents.
Other research possibilities are related to the curriculum in CAEP accredited
institutions. At present, there is no database of programs that offer introduction to or
foundations of urban education courses in the U.S. As discussed in Chapter Three,
during initial data collection I discovered that of the 670+ teacher preparation programs
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in the United States that are accredited by the Council for the Accreditation of Educator
Preparation, relatively few of these institutions offer introductory or foundational
coursework in urban education as a stand-alone course in the curriculum (nearly one-third
of the 31 syllabi in this study are from CAEP institutions). Given the growth of urban
areas in the United States, demographic shifts in America and ongoing interest in urban
education, that so few CAEP accredited institutions offer introductory courses in urban
education merits further examination. In future research, it would be interesting to
explore the manner in which CAEP institutions help students explore the topics
associated with urban education, including whether this is accomplished through a formal
introduction to urban education course or other coursework that does not contain the title
Introduction to Urban Education. In addition, fertile ground for research lies with the
hundreds of supplemental journal articles and texts that were listed on these course
syllabi study and that were excluded from in this study. These texts have much to offer
about the manner in which urban education is presented to newcomers to the field. As
noted earlier, much of the literature focuses on deficits or what is lacking in these
settings. It seems also necessary to conduct research on the readings in introductory
courses that examines gifted children and special populations in the urban setting.
Finally, as mentioned in Chapter 2, the conditions that comprise urban education
are never in play alone and always function in concert (Pink & Noblit, 2007). It will be
important for future research to move well beyond the syllabus in order to explore how
these courses are actually taught and received by students. This would include following
pre-service teachers into the field to explore their perceptions of urban education and the
impact of these courses on teachers once they enter the K-12 classroom. While student
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learning is the ultimate goal of teacher preparation, many factors influence this process.
In future research, it will be important to learn more about the relationship between the
teaching of urban education in the higher education classroom and subsequent teacher
behavior in the K-12 classroom. It will be important to learn more about what students
who are not pre-service teachers report are key takeaways from such a course.

Conclusion
In doing this research I was continually challenged by what I initially believed to
be false dichotomies (urban vs suburban, micro vs macro, population level vs individual).
I actually wondered whether the term urban education had outlived its usefulness. I
concluded that while it is unlikely that students will gain fundamental understanding of
urban education by focusing exclusively on one discrete conceptual approach, simply
combining conceptual approaches will also not lead to a proper introduction to the field.
The conceptual approaches I identified reflect underlying assumptions about urban
education; these underlying assumptions also suggest where to seek solutions for the
complex problems in public schooling in America. Perhaps an alternative integrative,
complex systems approach to introductory courses might emerge or evolve, at the
intersection of the conceptual approaches identified in this study.
Based on Donella Meadows’ classic work on systems thinking and leverage
points,” and arising from the premise that no singular conceptual approach is absolutely
true, here I suggest that an integrative systems approach to introductory course syllabi
might enable increased scholarly cross-talk that extends across borders of the academic
disciplines that comprise urban education.

An integrated systems approach would
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extract the essential elements in each conceptual approach and embrace the notion of
structural causes (SSO), the importance of mediating events and mechanisms (HP), and
the goals of education policy analyses (EPA). An integrated systems approach would
recognize reciprocal interactions between individual actors and the environment (PPP,
TCA); this includes how group and individual differences arise from dynamic
interactions between individuals and populations.
As Meadows suggests, integrated systems thinking should feature robust debate
about leverage points – places where one /can/might/should intervene (Meadows, 2009).
Leverage points are those points in a complex system where micro changes can lead to
macro results. As it relates to urban education foundational courses, the concept of
places to intervene might diminish the tendency to isolate the effects of single factors.
An integrated systems approach in introductory courses will enable newcomers to the
field and help learners consider how complexity operates over time in a non-linear
fashion to generate outcomes in public education. In the spirit of critical self-reflection, it
is hoped that findings of this study will spark further discourse in the field.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE REQUESTS FOR SYLLABI
Initial Request to Individual Faculty
From: Janis Moore Campbell
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 3:15 PM
To: robin.fuxa@okstate.edu
Subject: - PhD student request for syllabus, Course #, Course Title

Hello Professor____________: I am a PhD candidate in the Ed Psych program at Temple University and
am collecting archival data to explore extant and implicit meanings of “urban” found in syllabi for
foundational /introductory courses that contain the phrase “urban education” in the course title. Will you
kindly e-mail me the syllabus for your COURSE #, COURSE TITLE? I will, of course, redact all
instructor information. Thank you in advance.

Follow-up Request to Individual Faculty
From: Janis Moore Campbell
Sent: Saturday, June 14, 2014 4:07 PM
To: robin.fuxa@okstate.edu
Subject: PhD student request for syllabus, Course #, Course Title, 2nd REQUEST

Hello Professor _________: I am writing to follow-up on my previous e-mail request dated ______ (See
below for previous message). I have already received syllabi from several institutions including NYU,
Harvard, Michigan State, UNLV, USC, Rochester, and Rice Universities. I am striving for as large an “n”
as possible. Will you kindly e-mail me the syllabus for COURSE #, COURSE TITLE? I will of course,
redact all instructor information. Many thanks in advance and kind regards

Request to Department Chair
From: Shaoan.Zhang@unlv.edu [Sh
Sent: Sunday, July 06, 2014 10:54 PM
To: Janis Moore Campbell
Subject: Re: PhD candidate requests syllabus for COURSE #, COURSE TITLE

Janis - Please contact my department chair, Dr. Lin, to request the syllabus you need. Dr. ??? email is
Emily.Lin@unlv.edu
Hello Professor Department Chair Name: Dr. Course Instructor has referred me to you regarding my
request. I am a PhD candidate in the Ed Psych program at Temple University and am collecting archival
data to explore extant and implicit meanings of “urban” found in syllabi for foundational/introductory
courses that contain the phrase “urban education” in the course title. Will you kindly e-mail me the
syllabus for COURSE #, COURSE TITLE? I will, of course, redact all instructor information. Thank you
in advance
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APPENDIX C
INSTITUTIONS MAPPED BY CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
Schools & the Social Order

Historical Perspective

Education Policy Analysis

142

Professional Practice, Pedagogy, Research Persona

Teacher as Change Agent
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APPENDIX D
Coding units

INITIAL SYLLABUS CODING FRAME
Code
Definition

1. Achievement gap

ACH

Include standardized tests, GPA,
dropout rates, disparity of performance
measures.

2. Age Group

AGE

May include references to economic,
social, cultural and biological
processes.

3. Classroom interactions

CLSRM

Field experience or observation

4. Critical race theory

CRIT

Include text and other references

5. Curriculum

CURR

Curriculum, not instruction

6. Families

FAM

Include also extended family situations,
incarcerated relatives, adjudicated
siblings.

7. Field placement

FIELD

Refers to placements within and
external to the classroom setting.

8. Gender

GEND

Include male, female, gender roles,
social roles, gender identity or gender
inequality.

9. Geography

GEO

Include place, space, geography.

10. History of education system–

HIST

include history of education system and
references to other historical factors.

11. Immigrants/immigration

IMM

May include impact of immigration of
public education, historical aspects,
illegal immigration.

12. Inequity

INEQ

Must state the word inequity

13. Instruction/pedagogy

INST

Include class environment, facilitating
learning.

14. Languages - not English

LAN

Include references to TESOL, ESL,
EAP, ELL.

15. Learning partner/team
activities
16. LGBT issues

TEAM/GR
P
LGBT

Include interviews of one another in
dyad or larger group self-revelation
LGBTQ
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Coding units

Code

Definition

17. Parent/school
interactions/involvement

PAR/TCH

Parent/school interactions

18. Population density

POP

May include references to number of
residents city, suburb or rural.

19. Poverty

POV

Include economic inequality or
deprivation.

20. Race

RAC

May also refer to categories that
represent a social-political construct.

21. Racism

RCM

Structural and other discrimination on
an ethnic or cultural basis.

22. Research about an education
issue – not policy reform

RES

Can include outside, supplemental
readings, journal articles, films, video.

23. Rural schools

RUR

Include words country, references to
farms,

24. Self-reflective narratives

SELF

Journaling, self-reflection, reactions,
autobiography

25. School funding

FUND

Include state, local or federal funding
to school districts; also, foundations,
grants

26. School reform /policy

PLCY

Education reform, NCLB, Common
Core, performance of low-income &
minority students; references to
transformation, reorganization

27. Socio-economic context

SES

Should include references to both
social groups, class, and environment

28. Suburban schools

SUB

Must use the word suburban.
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APPENDIX E
CODE BOOK FOR COURSE OBJECTIVES
Code Name
Conceptual
Approach

Education Policy
Analysis
EPA

Code Description

Includes statements about school
funding, school reform /policy and
references to state, local or federal
funding to school districts; NCLB,
Common Core, performance of lowincome & minority students; references
to transformation, reorganization
Statements about standardized tests,
GPA, dropout rates, disparity of
performance measures, achievement
gap.

Exemplar Quotes from
Syllabus Objectives
“If schools are legally integrated
but we still have an “achievement
gap” between students of different
races, what is the role of race in
urban schools today?” ID#13
“This course explores education
policy in urban public school
systems and examines how urban
education has been shaped by the
rich political, social, and
economic context of cities.” ID #8
“We will study urban school
dynamics in the context of housing
policies, federal education
mandates, educational history,
economic inequality,
organizational culture, and school
reform initiatives…” ID #20

Pedagogy
Professional
Practice
Research persona
PPP

Include statements about curriculum;
references to instruction/pedagogy, the
class environment, curriculum,
facilitating learning and tutoring.
Include references to observing the
community, engaging with parents

Also includes references to the role of
research as professional practice and in
the university setting.

“This course is designed for
teachers who wish to improve
their ability to meet the diverse
needs of their students and to
improve the achievement of all
students through implementing
engaging curriculum.” ID #25
“This course is conducted in
seminar format. Topics will
include curriculum
transformation, teacher
dispositions, and multicultural
competencies.” ID #14
“Students will apply the
techniques of listening and needs
assessment to build a two-way
relationship between themselves
and the high school students.”
ID#9
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Code Name
Conceptual
Approach

Code Description

Exemplar Quotes from
Syllabus Objectives
“The purpose of this course is to
prepare prospective middle and
secondary teachers to become
effective facilitators of learning in
urban schools, through an
understanding of various
philosophies and practical
approaches to education in urban
environment and implication for
pedagogy, management,
assessment and parental
engagement.” ID #12

Historical
perspectives
HP

Statements about the history of the
American education system and
references to other historical
considerations including a focus on the
under pinning and history of policies.

“In this advanced undergraduate
and graduate seminar course we
will explore city schools and their
urban contexts over time,
including changes in governance,
curriculum, demographics and
resources over the 20th century.”
ID #2
“This course examines the history
of urban education in the United
States and provides an historical
foundation for understanding
education policy today.” ID #18

Teacher as
change agent
TCA

Statements that explicitly exhort
educators and class participants to use
the classroom setting for societal
liberation and societal transformation.
Educator as provocateur

“We will explore philosophies
that suggest we use our
classrooms as vehicles for student
and social liberation as did Ella
Baker, Septima Clarke, Paulo
Friere, Myles Horton, Jose Marti,
and Benjamin Mays.” ID# 7
“Through direct service and
intentional relationships with high
school students, students in this
course will seek to help students
prepare for going to college.”
ID#9
“Upon completion of this course
students will be able to identify
possible roles for you to take part
in educational change… Students
will be able to plan counterhegemonic curriculum and
instruction.” ID#26
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Code Name
Conceptual
Approach

Schools and the social order
SSO

Code Description

Include references to the socio-political
and economic context, social groups,
culture, class, and social stratification,
socio-political context of education,
inequitable resource allocation.
Includes references to economic
inequality, discrimination, deprivation,
social, and cultural processes
Objectives that include references to
race, racism, poverty and inequitable
resource allocation.

Exemplar Quotes from
Syllabus Objectives
“We will examine the
sociocultural context of urban
education and critically analyze
the existing structure of classroom
learning and urban schooling and
examine historical and
contemporary social injustice in
urban education.” ID#6
“This course helps teacher
candidates examine the categories
of race, ethnicity, class, gender,
language, religion, sexuality, and
ability as social relations of
power that impact urban school
experiences.” ID #12
“This course will examine the
influence of labor markets,
communities and cultures, racial
segregation and inequality on the
development of public schools….”
ID #15
“We will examine urban
education and understand and
address social inequality.”
ID #29
“This course relies heavily on
literature that examines the links
between schools and the social,
economic, and political factors
that have shaped conditions in
urban schools and the role of
schooling in a stratified, capitalist
society.” ID #1

.

APPENDIX F
CODE BOOK FOR COURSE ASSIGNMENTS

Conceptual
Approach
Education
Policy Analysis –
EPA

Code Description

Includes assignments related to school
funding, school reform /policy and
references to state, local or federal
funding to school districts; NCLB,
Common Core, performance of lowincome & minority students; references
to transformation, reorganization.
Also include assignments that require
research on standardized tests, dropout
rates, disparity of performance measures,
achievement gap.

Exemplar quotes from syllabus assignments
In teams of two, choose one of the following to analyze and present to the
class from the following:
 Supreme Court 2007 case on desegregation and race-based student
assignment
 Mayoral takeovers of urban school systems
 Reauthorization of NCLB
 Williams lawsuit on equal school conditions in CA
 The role of teachers unions in schools today
 Teach for America
 KIPP – Knowledge is Power charter school network
 Success for All - comprehensive school reform
 Small Schools Movement
 Coalition of Essential Schools
 A school policy/reform of your choice with instructor approval ID#3

Write a critique of the film, Dangerous Minds ID #20
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You will write a weekly blog post that connects the readings to class
discussions about the following topics:
 The real and perceived condition of urban education
 From urban schools to “urban schools”
 Racial diversity and segregation in the city
 Income disparity and cultural difference in the city
 Urban school policies
 Urban school politics
 Urban school finance
 Teachers and curriculum in urban schools

Conceptual
Approach

Code Description

Exemplar quotes from syllabus assignments





Write two one-page, single-spaced policy analysis papers from the
readings which are based on the following topics. You must do some of the
“heavy lifting” on your own to comprehend, analyze and synthetize the
weekly readings. Remind yourself who argues what and why:
 Segregation and desegregation
 School finance
 Student identify and curricular access
 Teacher quality
 Centralization and decentralization
 Inequities beyond school ID#10

Education
Policy
Analysis
EPA

Pedagogy
Professional
practice/
Research persona
PPP

New educational policies in urban education
Whole city reform
Alternative visions of urban education
Case studies of Detroit and Raleigh ID#5

Include assignments related to
curriculum; observations of teachers and
students, references to instruction, the
class environment, observations of and
engagement with parents, the
community, facilitating learning,
tutoring.

Using the format provided, collect and compile a classroom and school
profile for the public elementary school to which you have assigned. Write
up your fieldwork reflections each week and connect your observations
and insights to the course readings including class structure, activities,
atmosphere, learning climate, teaching style. Also include how diversity
and difference are addressed in the classroom in the formal or hidden
curriculum and how these phenomena play out in interactions between
teacher and students. Also include what you may or may not do differently
as a teacher in this classroom and why.ID#3
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For this assignment, in groups of four you will be sent into a community in
the metro-Atlanta area. Your will tour the community, examine physical
space, interview residents, and learn more about students’ lives outside of
the classroom. Do not simply drive through the neighborhood; make an
effort to get out of the car, bus, train and talk to locals. If necessary, bring
along a second-language dictionary based on the population you have

Conceptual
Approach

Code Description

Exemplar quotes from syllabus assignments
chosen. You must include photographs and/or use a video camera (can be
rented from library). Assign one group member to contact your
“community liaison.” This liaison can be a student, a teacher, or a
community member who volunteers/agrees to show you around and who
agrees to be videotaped. You will present the results of this research to the
class along with your personal reflections. Be sure to include a community
overview, descriptions of community organizations, and summaries of your
individual interviews of community residents. This introduction to student
culture will be vital for understanding of the broader context of urban
schools ID#6

Pedagogy
Professional
practice/
Research persona
PPP

The class will develop an appropriate rubric to assess group
presentations, individual presentations, and the research paper. The
research paper will be reviewed by the professor and all class members.
ID#7
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Choose one of the following films and write a 5-6 page double-spaced
analysis of the film. Draw connections among the readings, themes and
our class discussions.
- Freedom Writers
- Stand and Deliver
- Coach Carter
- Boys N the Hood
- The Ron Clark Story
- Akeelah and the Bee
- To sir with love
- Dead Presidents
- New Jack City
- Lean on Me
- Menace to Society

Conceptual
Approach

Pedagogy
Professional
practice/
Research persona
PPP

Code Description

Exemplar quotes from syllabus assignments
Prepare a quantitative report the provides a portrait of your public school
district that includes how many schools and what type, how much is spent
on instruction, administration, and teacher salaries. Also include how
much is allocated to general education, gifted education, special
education, English language learners, etc. Your report should illustrate
the proportion and origin of resources; are they federal, state, local. What
and in what percentage are the major sources of revenue? Is it property
taxes, sales taxes or income taxes? What is the extent of private
contributions from corporation, foundations, and parents? What are the
demographics of the students, include age, immigrant, educational needs,
etc. Also include key indicators of student performance in elementary,
middle and high school. What are the here achievement gaps, if any?
Include a comparison with other urban districts and/or the nation as a
whole using the above indicators. There is no limit on the number of
tables or graphs; however your narrative should be no more than 3-5
pages, double-spaced. ID#8
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In teams of two and two weeks in advance of the assigned date, you must
identify two academic articles or book chapters for your colleagues to
read. You may simply provide reference in APA format or as a url. You
will be graded “A to F” on the quality of each of these two articles. The
basis for my grading is a) quality of the source ( a high quality peerreviewed journal article will be rated highest); chapters written by wellknown experts will also be highly valued.’ Federal government and state
reports are good; reports by various institutes or organizations will be
“OK” but are not as valuable as the categories already described; b) the
articles include a significant literature review; c) the issue at hand is a
primary and not a secondary focus of the piece; d) bonus points if the
article/chapter also addresses class, gender, or sexual orientation. ID #11
Articulate your philosophical approach to building, managing and
maintaining a culturally responsive classroom environment in an urban
school. ID#12

Conceptual
Approach

Code Description

Exemplar quotes from syllabus assignments
Based on course readings, research, and theory write an essay that reflects
your overall understanding of multicultural education, teaching strategies,
dispositions and issues related to teaching urban learners. This essay
should be connected to your proposed subject area of teaching. ID #14

Historical
perspective –
HP

Assignments that feature historical
perspectives of the American education
system and references to other historical
considerations including the history of
policies and innovative approaches.

Discuss the 2007 HBO film “Little Rock Central, 50 years later” that was
screened in class. ID#2
Write three blog posts about one of the following class topics:
 The Rise of the Industrial City; Progressive Reform, north and
south before Brown;
 Origins of the urban crisis: deindustrialization and discrimination
 School desegregation and the struggle for education equity;
 The possibilities and limits of urban school reform as seen from
the ground;
 Education equity across the divided metropolis since the 1960’s;
 The continued salience of residential segregation;
 Neo-liberal strategies in urban education reform;
 Cities and schools, present and future. ID#2
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In this project you will work in teams or 3-4 to assess the condition of the
public schools in Worcester, Boston or Providence. Include the history of
your city and its publics schools, i.e. what does the past tell us about the
present? How might the past shape perceptions of this public school
system and how are current challenges a product of history? Include
robust evidence to support how poverty, crime, housing, healthcare, and
any other important “out-of-school” issues affected public education in
your city. ID #5

Conceptual
Approach

Code Description

Select from one of these four time period: Founding of America – 1850,
1850 – 1900, 1900 – 1950, 1950 – present. Highlight major events and
provide a one sentence claim about why and how each event you have
chosen impacted the development of urban education. Include citations.
We will compile each group’s highlights into an overall history and
development of urban education timeline. ID #15

Historical
perspective –
HP

Teacher as
change agent
TCA

Exemplar quotes from syllabus assignments

Assignments associated with classroom
innovation and/or teacher actions that
seek to promote societal liberation and
societal transformation; educator as
provocateur, goes beyond “improve”

Your assignment as a class is to host an all-day campus visit for the
students from BEST Academy and Coretta Scott King Young Women’s
Leadership Academy who have participated with each of you in the near
peer mentoring program throughout this semester. Form groups to plan
and provide a taste of college life, including a motivational speaker, a
financial aid workshop, or other options. ID#9
Urban education interns serve as more than “just a teacher.” Identify a
specific inequity in the teaching and learning environment and develop an
advocacy plan to level the playing field in terms of the identified inequity.
ID#12

Watch Dropout Nation (link to film available on Bb ID #17
Read the following and be prepared to discuss:
- What is critical race theory and what’s it doing in a nice field like
education in Qualitative Studies in Education (1998)
- From racial stereotyping and deficit discourse toward acritical race
theory in teacher education by D Solorzano and T. Yosso (2001). ID
#28

Assignments that refer to the sociopolitical and economic context, social
groups, culture, class, and social

Write a position paper that reflects how your race, class, and/or sex have
impacted your educational opportunities, experiences and outcomes,
including how these characteristics have had positive, negative, or no
implications as you have navigated the education system.ID#1
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Schools and the
social order
SSO

Conceptual
Approach

Code Description
stratification, the socio-political context
of education, inequitable resource
allocation, poverty.
Includes references to economic
inequality, discrimination, deprivation,
social, and cultural processes

Schools and the
social order
SSO

Assignments that ask students to focus
on race, racism, poverty and inequitable
–resource allocation.

Exemplar quotes from syllabus assignments
Write three blog posts about one of the following class topics:
 The Rise of the Industrial City; Progressive Reform, north and
south before Brown;
 Origins of the urban crisis: deindustrialization and discrimination
 School desegregation and the struggle for education equity;
 The possibilities and limits of urban school reform as seen from
the ground;
 Education equity across the divided metropolis since the 1960’s;
 The continued salience of residential segregation; ID#2
 Neo-liberal strategies in urban education reform;
 Cities and schools, present and future. ID#2
The weekly paper assignment will demonstrate your understanding of
different theoretical positions and their impact on teaching and its social
outcomes. You will submit weekly summaries and analyses from the
readings on the following topics:
 Overview of schooling and education
 Education as cultural transmission
 Social structure and education
 Socialization and progress
 Legitimation and reproduction
 School life
 Education and societal inequality
 Transformational education
 Transformational educators ID#4
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Create a project that illustrates how poverty affects the educational
experiences of children who grow up in that context. Your project must
connect to the Kotlowitz book and at least one additional reading, required
book or guest lecture. This assignment must also link to your weekly

Conceptual
Approach

Code Description

Exemplar quotes from syllabus assignments
mentoring experience. Your project may take any form, e.g. a comic,
infographic, poem, video, or other artistic expression. ID #9

Schools and the
social order
SSO

Three essay questions comprise the mid-term take-home exam. You will
select two of the three questions and prepare 4-5 pages for each questions.
The mid-term will focus on teaching and learning in contemporary urban
schools. Your answers should draw upon the readings and discussion of
the ytd syllabus topics:
 Images and realities of urban schools
 The history and demographics of urban schools
 School funding
 Family and community economic status and schooling
 Cultural capital and schooling
 Social capital and schooling
 Economic capital and urban schooling
 Race and schooling
 Immigration and schooling
 How curriculum works and varies
 Social class, identities and learning opportunities. ID #13
Read “Schooling Girls and Woman in Tozer, Chapter 8. ID #24
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Read the following and be prepared to discuss:
- Shared differences: the experiences of lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender students of color in our nations’ school, by E.Diaz and J.
Kosciw (2009)
- Discourses of difference and the overrepresentation of Black students I
special education, by K. Jordan (2005)
- The model minority myth and the invisibility of Asian American
students by J. Wing (2007;

Conceptual
Approach

Code Description

Exemplar quotes from syllabus assignments
-

Schools and the
social order
SSO

Gifted under-representation and prejudice: learning from allport and
merton in Gifted Child Today (2013)
Subtractive schooling: U.S. Mexican youth and the politics of caring
by A. Valenauela (1999). ID #1

Read the following and be prepared to discuss:
- The varieties of immigrant experience – the children of immigrants in
schools by M. Suarez-Orozco and C. Suarez-Orozco
- Asian American Educational Achievements: A phenomenon in search
of an explanation by S. Sue and S. Oazaki in The Asian American
Educational Experience (1995) ID #16

Read the following and be prepared to discuss:
Demography of immigrant youth: past, present, and future, in Immigrant
Children 21 (1), (2011). ID #28
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APPENDIX G
TALLY OF INDIVIDUAL SYLLABUS ASSIGNMENTS ENUMERATED BY CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
Syllabus ID #

Schools &
Social Order

#1

Teacher as
Change Agent

Prof. Practice
Pedagogy| Rsrcher

Education
Policy Analysis

Historical
Perspectives

Multi
Diversity

5

4

2

#2

5

1

3

#3

1

5

1

#4

5

#5

4

3

7

#6

3

5

1

2

#7

1

3

1

#8

1

#9

2

# 10

2

# 11

4

2

4

3

# 12

1

5

1

1

# 13

3

3

8

# 14

2

4

# 15

1

# 16

11

# 17

4

Media
Watch

3
2
1

3
1

4
3

1

1

1
6

1
1

4
1
3

8
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1
1

1

2
2

1

Syllabus ID #

Schools &
Social Order

# 18

Teacher as
Change Agent

Prof. Practice
Pedagogy| Rsrcher

Education
Policy Analysis

Historical
Perspectives

Multi
Diversity

1

5

1

1

# 19

5

2

# 20

6

4

# 21

2

6

# 22

10

3

# 23

2

# 24

8

1

# 25

4

1

# 26

1

2

2

4

# 27

2

1

1

2

# 28

10

3

# 29

5

# 30

11

1

# 31

3

2

2

1
2
1
1

3

1
2

1

2
1

1
2

1

2

Media
Watch

1

3

1
1
1
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APPENDIX H
LIST OF REQUIRED BOOKS BY ISBN AND INSTITUTION
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160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

